
     



- B T R U S C O H / Z £ 
M E A N TO T H E A R C H I T E C T 

B E T T E R W A L L S A N D C E I L I N G S 
T o specify Truscoo Metal Laths for plastered wal ls and 
ceilings is to specify a permanent gr ip of plaster to steel. 
T i m e proves the wisdom and ultimate economy of the use of 
Truscon Metal Laths w h i c h guard against unsightly cracks and 
other defects often suffered with other types of plaster base. 

B E T T E R W I N D O W S A N D D O O R S 
T o specify T r u s c o n Steel W i n d o w s and Doors is to com
bine beauty o f des ign w i t h ease o f operat ion , firesafety, 
permanence and true economy throughout the life of the 
structures in w h i c h they are used. There's a correct type and 
size of Truscon Steel W i n d o w and D o o r for every residential, 
arch i tec tura l , monumenta l and c o m m e r c i a l requirement . 

B E T T E R , S A F E R F L O O R S 
T o sffccify T r u s c o n O p e n T r u s s Steel Joist construction 
w i t h c \ n c r e t e f i l l is to insure fire-resistant, s tructural ly 
strong floors. T h e slight extra cost of T r u s c o n O p e n T r u s s 
Steel J o i s K floor construction is actually an inexpensive 
Iform of insurance against premature obsolescence of floors. 

B E T T E R C O N S T R U C T I O N 

• Better construction of all buildings, including resi

dences, is receiving more attention than ever from 

architects, builders, financing institutions and owners. 

Every Truscon building product in the most extensive 

line of its class in the world, contributes to better con

struction of all types of buildings. Safeguard the future 

of the work you plan. Protect owners against losses 

caused by premature obsolescence. T R U S C O N I Z E ! 

Make Truscon's 80-page catalog in Sweet's your guide 

to the elements of sound construction and lasting values. 

Y O U N G S T O W N , O H I O 

Truscon's nation-wide network of 57 sales-engineering offices, 
27 warehouses and over 6000 dealers makes T r u s c o n Steel Com
pany your "next-door-neighbor" regardless of where you are located. 



 



 

LOOKING DOWN from stern end on model of special streamlined Diesel yacht designed by Norman Bel Geddes • 
for Axel Wenner-Gren. Streamline principles, hitherto confined for the most part in ship design to the hull alone, 
hair here hecn used ihrouglxmt, promising greater seauoithiness, comfort, and efficiency, In stormy, cold, or rainy 
weather, all decks arc to he closed in, shedding water easily and prodding complete protection for passengers (1934) 
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M A S T E R S O F D E S I G N 
2 — N O R M A N BEL GEDDES 

B Y K E N N E T H R E I D 

I ou never know, when you step down in 
f r o n t o f the 128 East 37th Street brownstone 
and open the unpretentious door marked wi th 
a simple brass plate inscribed " N O R M A N B E L 
GEDDES & C O M P A N Y , " what personage of art, 
science, or business you may encounter in 
the l i t t le reception lobby beyond. I t might be 
anyone f r o m Gene Tunney to Max Reinhardt, 
f r o m Walter Chrysler to Colonel Lindbergh, 
f r o m Amelia Earhart to Frank Lloyd Wright . 
For this man Geddes, for whom life began 
w i t h practically nothing 43 years ago in the 
l i t t le t own of Adrian, Michigan, has by his 
significant work and by his positive personal
i ty drawn to himself as advisers, associates, 
clients, and friends scores—yea, hundreds— 
of leading spirits f r o m the theatre, f r om the 
laboratory, f r o m the arts, and f rom the 
realms of industry. 

When I say that he started out w i t h "prac
tically nothing," I am speaking, of course, in 
a material sense, fo r he must have inherited 
f r o m both of his parents qualities of physique 
and psyche that predestined a life of some ac
complishment. His father was of Scottish and 
his mother o f German origin. They gave him 
good health and the racial attributes of per
sistence, thoroughness, orderliness, practical
i ty , and courage that have carried him since 
through many difficulties on his way to the 
position o f world-wide eminence he now oc
cupies in the two not wholly unrelated fields 
of Theatre Arts and Industrial Design. 

I t is my feeling that to understand the 
man's work as a designer, which is properly 
the subject of this presentation, i t is necessary 
to know something of the man himself, of his 
background, of the course he has traversed. 
A brief survey, then, of these matters is per
haps in order. They fal l into a pattern. 

I n his own words he was "just a poor k i d , " 
forced by his father's death, which occurred 
when he was thirteen, to assume responsibility 
f r o m then on of helping to support his mother 
and younger brother. His schooling was irreg
ular, being much broken up by changes of 
residence, and the public schools of five states 

—Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Illinois, and 
Indiana—may boast, i f they choose, of having 
had a part in his formal education. (New 
Philadelphia, Ohio, was the scene of its close in 
1 9 1 0 when he was expelled f r o m the ninth 
grade for having drawn a caricature of the 
principal on the blackboard.) 

Dur ing these school years he worked var
iously in vacations and at odd times, doing 
anything f r o m delivering groceries for his 
grandfather's store to acting as bellboy on a 
lake steamer that ran between Cleveland and 
Buffalo. O n one t r ip of this boat he met and 
made friends w i t h Keller, the famous ma
gician, who taught him sleight-of-hand tricks 
and, in so doing, perhaps whetted his already 
budding interest in the stage. Young Geddes 
worked diligently at the sleight-of-hand, 
practicing up between visits to Buffalo to see 
Keller, and finally appeared successfully for a 
summer in vaudeville in small towns of Ohio, 
where his family then lived, as "Zedsky, the 
Boy Magician." A later essay as "Bob Blake, 
Eccentric Comedian," however, failed dis
mally. These ventures, please observe, ante
dated his expulsion f r o m school. 

That principal must have been either an i n 
sufferable "stuffed shirt" or an irresistible 
"cartoonist's f r i end ," because James Donahay, 
well-known artist on the staff of the Cleve
land Plaindealer, had some years previously at 
the same school obeyed the same urge to car
icature that had caused Geddes' downfall . He 
had enjoyed the same fate and, hearing about 
Geddes, wrote him sympathetically offering 
to help him. What's more, he did help him, 
and enrolled the boy in the Cleveland School 
of A r t . For some reason, however, Geddes was 
not happy at that school and lef t after three 
months, impatient of the restraints to his 
progress imposed by a fixed curr iculum. 

He went to Chicago, where he attended the 
A r t Institute briefly unt i l he met Hen-
drik Lund, the celebrated Norwegian painter, 
who took an interest in him and advised him 
to leave art school and go his own way. Wish
ing to continue his art studies on his own, and 
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777/S VIEW of Mr. Geddes' yacht model and the one opposite show her from forward 
with deck\- open and thin completely closed. The ship u as designed to be 23 V long with 
37' beam and 12'6" draft. She is to displace 1400 tons and will carry 8 passengers, 
30 creu, 2 personal sen ants, and a nurse and secretary. Her speed will be 16 knots 
and her cruising radius 10,000 miles. In this view the convertible lounge deck cover 
is in position as an awning while the sun deck is entirely open. The launch door 
amid ship is open with a launch alongside. The forward observation deck has been 
loitered for passenger use uith its demountable railing in place. This design is a 
fine example of Geddes' insistence upon thinking a problem through completely, not 
being stopped by traditional limitations, but applying to the whole and to all de
tails the full fruits of aiailable scientific knowledge to the end that the completed 
thing shall be as perfectly formed to its purpose as he and his staff can make it 
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ever, in 1914, Geddes went to Detroit and en
tered into an association w i t h the Peninsular 
Engraving Company wherein he received no 
salary but was allowed to compete wi th their 
designers and was paid for successful efforts. 
He won the major i ty of the competitions he 
entered and after six months was made A r t 
Director of the company. The assured liveli
hood that went w i t h this position freed him 
f r o m pressure and allowed him to indulge his 
persistent interest in the theatre where his 
imagination had more leeway. He began to 
write plays and plan their staging. I t was all 
done on paper and in his mind but he worked 
over the problems just as thoroughly as though 
they were really in production. Dur ing these 
studies he originated the "Diagonal Axis 
Theatre." 

I n 1915 he graduated into comparative af
fluence when the Barnes-Crosby Company 
(which had employed him at $3.00 a week 
in Chicago) made him Manager of its new 
Detroi t branch office at $12 5 a week and a 
5', commission on sales besides. In that you 
also he sold his play of American Indian l i fe . 
"Thunderbird," to Aline Barnsdall of Los 
Angeles. 

Geddes was devoting so much of his spars 
time now to his wr i t ing of plays and his study 
of the theatre that his employers felt that these 
activities were taking his best attention away 
f r o m their business. They issued an ult imatum. 
Either he must give up the theatre or lose his 
job. Though he had just taken on the added 
responsibility of a wife , he sensed that his real 

 

 

feeling the need of a better working knowl
edge of anatomy, he turned to—of all places 
—the morgue! The first few visits were a bit 
t ry ing , as may be imagined, but after that he 
got along famously, repairing to the ghastly 
studio nightly over a considerable period unti l 
he could draw the human figure, in the most 
contorted position and f rom any point of 
view, constructively and correctly. 

Dur ing this period he worked as a bus-boy 
in a restaurant in exchange for his meals and 
also as a super for the Chicago Opera Com
pany. He finally got his first job as a designer 
wi th the Barnes-Crosby Company doing ad
vertising illustrations at a salary of $3.00 a 
week. Six weeks of this was enough. W i t h 
Lund's encouragement he turned to drawing 
and painting portraits f r om life, seeking and 
obtaining commissions to do such distin
guished subjects as Mme. Schumann-Heink, 
Frederick Stock, Brand Whit lock, T i t t a 
Ruffo , John \Y/anamaker, and Edwin D r u m -
mond Libby. Incidentally, his engaging per
sonality and the youthfu l enthusiasm and 
skill w i t h which he carried out these commis
sions won the real and lasting friendship of 
these celebrities. His contact w i t h them helped 
him to eliminate f r o m his system all traces of 
you th fu l shyness in the presence of greatness 
and established his confidence in himself as the 
peer of any man—a valuable characteristic. 

Times became a l i t t le dull in the free-lance 
art field, necessitating an interlude of more 
substantial earnings as manager of a laundry 
in A n n Arbor , Michigan. Thereafter, how-
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vocation was the drama and its production 
and chose to risk his fu ture i n the work he 
really loved. The sale of his play gave him the 
chance he needed. He went to Los Angeles to 
assist in the staging of his own and five other 
plays. "Thunderbird," however, was post
poned to the fo l lowing season and was never 
produced. 

Dur ing 1 9 1 6 he designed settings and cos
tumes for nine plays, prof i t ing greatly by the 
experience and gaining his first taste of prac
tical theatre technique. Simultaneously, he i n 
troduced for the first time the use of focus 
spot lamps as the sole means of l ighting the 
stage. 

From that time on Geddes' principal inter
est for ten years lay in the theatre. When work 
failed i n the west he introduced himself by 
transcontinental telegraph to O t to H . Kahn 
in New York so persuasively that Kahn sent 
him expense money to move himself and his 
family to the east where he was turned over 
to Gatti-Casazza at the Metropolitan and put 
to work designing scenery fo r the production 
of Shane wis, an American opera. This led to 
other operas and stage presentations almost 
without cessation up to the present moment. 

I n the theatre his work is so generally well 
known that i t need not concern us here in de
tail . Suffice i t to say that he has in the last 
twenty years played one vital part or another 
in about 180 theatrical productions, many of 
them outstanding successes. The Divine Com
edy, The Miracle, Ziegfeld Follies, Lysistrata, 
Hamlet, Lady Be Good, the current Dead 

End, and The Eternal Road, just launched, 
spring to mind as effective examples of his 
masterly touch. He has been designer of sets, 
costumes, and l ighting and architect of the 
theatres themselves; he has been actor, editor, 
playwright, director, producer, and inventor 
of stage appliances and machinery; he has 
contributed important ideas that have ad
vanced the art and technique o f the stage. 
Few, i f any, l iving men have had such all-
round experience in every phase o f dramatic 
presentation. 

About 1 9 2 7 he took up what was at first a 
hobby and developed i t in to a second career 
which has since proceeded parallel w i t h the 
first. I t was in the young profession of Indus
trial Design. 

I n the theatre he had been creating beauti
f u l pictures, making compositions w i t h line, 
mass, color, light, movement, ideas. N o w he 
was to seek another type of beauty, the beauty 
of clean, purposeful f o r m , of "perfection for 
use," as applied to industrial products. I n the 
theatre his designs were o f ten fixed in period 
by the context and consequently were appro
priately based on historical forms. I n this new 
activity everything was fitted to contempo
rary l i fe and the forms, materials, and proc
esses had to be those of today and, so far as 
could be foreseen, of tomorrow. Only i f an 
old fo rm or material or process could not be 
improved upon fo r the purpose sought, might 
it be used. The whole mass o f scientific and 
technical knowledge was to be drawn upon to 
the l imi t in solving the problems of the new 
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HERE AhD OA the facing page are the open and shut news of the yacht model as seen 
from the port side astern. Every thinkable provision has been made for comfort and 
safety. The deck covers are insulated and the interior is to be heated and air con
ditioned, the foruard mast serving as air intake and the after mast as exhaust for 
both engine room and air conditioning system. Partitions of passenger accommoda
tions and social rooms are to be soundproof and the most modem fire protection, de
tection, and extinguishing apparatus will be installed. Owner's and crew's lifeboats 
and launc/jes uill be carried inside the shell and are arranged to be loaded inside 
and launched from either side through the doors which loner to the horizontal 
position where they also act as lauding platforms. Passenger accommodations will 
be larger than usual on conventional yachts of the same tonnage, Mr. Geddes having 
proiided about 2100 square feet for the four social rooms and 1100 for staterooms 
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S T A T I O N IDENTIFICATION SHOULD 
BE VISIBLE FROM A DISTANCE 

REGARDLESS O F OBSTRUCTIONS 

USUAL REVERSE TURN T O REACH 
PUMPS SHOULD BE ELIMINATED 

• 

rr SHOULD BE POSSIBLE T O 
SEE S T A T I O N I N SPITE 

O F E N C R O A C H I N G 
BUILDINGS 

FAST MOVING CARS SHOULD 
ENTER YARD WITH LEAST 

POSSIBLE TURNING 

STATION SHOULD BE SEEN AND IMMEDIATELY RECOGNIZED IN TIME 

TO DRIVE IN 

A THOROUGH STUDY of service stations made by Geddes in i">H for the Socony Vacuum 
Oil Company, Inc., resulted in a number of recommendation* ubich were placed graphically 
before busy officials and directors by means of a series of t u <•nt\-four cbarts of which the above 
is the first. Each chart uas designed to make one point of the findings immediately clear in simple 
direct terms. 7'he whole set covered the basic points of a complcx report. Among its conclusions 
Were Contained the recommendation that future stations should he of prefabricated construc
tion, mostly salvageable, and that they should be so designed as to help increase the lubrication 
business and the sale of specialty articles as well as the regular gasoline trade. The key design of 
a station embodying the suggested im prove men ts was included with the report and a model 
built to Visualize how it would work, several views of which are slxuvn on following pages 
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PUMPS I N DEFINITE PATTERN C A N 
GREATLY INCREASE ORDERLINESS, 

ATTRACTIVENESS & STATION 
IDENTIFICATION 

FIRST T W O PUMPS 
S H O U L D BE REACHED 

W I T H O U T REVERSE 
TURN 

G O O D V I S I O N FOR TURNING 
O N T O M A I N THOROUGHFARE 

FAST MOVING CARS 
SHOULD NOT HAVE TO 
PASS STATION BECAUSE 
OF DIFFICULT ENTRANCE 

EASE OF ACCESS TO YARD SHOULD HAVE PREFERENCE OVER 

EASE OF EXIT 

THE ALMOST primer-like simplicity of these charts which Mr. Geddes uses so effectively in his 
dealings with clients has sound psy etiological basis. The method promotes clear understanding 
by all parties and focusses attention upon one point at a time in such a way that it can be quickly 
grasped. Nothing essential can be overlooked as it might if a complete drawing of the whole 
scheme were laid before the clients for discussion. The adoption of such a technique came nat
urally perhaps to one so long associated with the theatre but the fundamental ttiought behind 
it could well be used by many an architect who has suffered embarrassment and even loss where 
a client has not understood something on his plans. In this service station study it appears rea
sonably certain that every innovation visible on the completed model was there because it 
had been logically worked out as a feature that would contribute to better business 
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HEATEX 
MOt WATEI HEAIM 
HOT WATEI TANK 

FOU» lOCKIM 
aw 
VXJU r u e U s u i 
lAITltT CHAIGEX 
M O M IENCH • 

»A«l IOA»D 
TCXX STORAGE 
AUXHJAXY uri 

WESSUM TANK 

ATTENDANTS A N D 
S P A C E 

STORAGt 

W A T T I N G S P A C E 

OFFICE SPACE 

D I S H A Y CASES 
DESK 
C H A B S 
SATE CASH XEGISrtl 
lUPHONB S'OtAGE 

  

Y A R D Y A R D Y A R D 

TWO uni 
C J I A U G I N I AC K 
TOOL « A O I 
un CONTXCX 
T»E H E L A I O X 
IUWCANT CONIAMti 
' * ! » « C O N T A M K 
WASTE Ot OLAJNAGE 

EOUXMENT 

1 9 1 WOPER RELATION A CIRCULATION Of SERVICE SPACES ARE ESSENTIAL 

TO AN EFFICIENT EFFECTIVE STATION 

13 COMPLETE DEVELOPMENT O F TYPICAL P L A N USING STANDARD

IZED UNIT CONSTRUCTION 

1 

CANNOT » 
1 

CAN K lASXY 
D-SASSEMH1D • OSASSEMUO 

A N D SALVAGED AND SALVAGED 
MCSSSATY WOOD RESISTS MEAT AND 
raw rs imNBvt =i C C O T 1 A N S M M O N 

EOUA1 TO A * N C H (OtM WOI> NEEDED XtK.1 WALL 
FOX FOUNDATIONS : MINIMUM FORM 

WOn NEEDED FOX FOUNDATIONS 

% 
TYPICAL THREE FOO T SECTION OF TYPICAL THREE FOOT SECTION OF 

MASONRY W A L L PREFABRICATED W A L L 

AVTJAGE ASSEMBLY O N SITS 4O0 UMTS AVEXAGC ASSEMBLY ON SITE IT UMTS 
WIGHT 240O FOUNDS WIGHT 240 FOUNDS 
EXCAVATION H O U H D 36 CUBC tADS EXCAVATION KCMHD 1 2 CUBC TAJIDS 

15 PROPOSED PREFABRICATED METHOD O F BUILDING OFFERS G R E A T 

t © 6 9 0 

CM)*; • 

* - S " . ' 

SAVINGS 

SAIVAGI VA1UE 

.1 . - .L i F« OMt. ». 

N C I I A S C D MEICH-NCTSW3 
VALUE AND CUSTOMtl 
AXH.AL 

PRESENT BRICK PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED 
MASONRY BUILDING BUI DING PREFABRICATED 
BULGING IN STUCCO IN BRICK BLRLDtNG 

24 PREFABRICATED CONSTRUCTION WOULD INAUGURATE A PROGRESSIVE 

ADVANTAGES IN SIMPLICITY OF ERECTION A N D SALVAGEABIUTY PROGRAM OF IMPORTANT COLLATERAL SAVINGS 

FOUR MORE of the twenty-four Socony charts prepared by Mr. Geddes show that the ap
proach to the problem was economic as well as architectural. The typical plan was clearly based 
on a functional analysis and the argument for using a light prefabricated construction would Hot 
likely admit of opposition by a group of business men. The view of the model on the opposite 
page shoivs lines or paths of contrasting colored paving running from the points where the cus
tomer's car enters the yard, indicating logical routes to the pumps, to the lubrication space, and 
to the exits. The virtue of placing the pumps diagonally as well as the building itself is clearly 
evident when this circulation is considered. Note that front every pump there is a clear view 
of the lubrication space and other service features including the women's rest room entrance 
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THE SERVICE STATION model with its roof removed gives a clear picture of its 
IIIIII ) arrangements. The central point of the station is the office space from which all 
points in the yard, the lubrication space, the rest room entrances, and the waiting room 
are visible. The attendant on duty there may thus promptly know where he is needed. 
The lubrication space connects with the office, working space, and storage spaces. The 
lubrication area was made the dominant feature of the plan because of the fundamental 
goal of promoting lubrication sales by every means. Selective display space was planned 
along the path of the pros pec til e customer, whether he be at the pump in his car, in the 
waiting room, in the "lubritorium," or merely walking on the sidewalk. Another 
evidence of Mr. Geddes' tfxnoughncss in presenting his ideas completely and dramatically 
is to be seen in the arrangement of the model for the study of night lighting effects 
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profession. It was a natural challenge to 
Geddes who had always been intensely at
tracted to anything involving the reduction 
of complexity to simplicity and order. 

From the theatre he had learned the vital 
necessity of well integrated organization and 
had also learned how to build such an organ
ization and make it work. He speedily 
gathered around him a carefully selected staff 
(entirely separate from the group working 
with him on theatre problems) composed of 
young, talented, well trained designers, drafts
men, and technicians. None were over thirty-
five years of age and the majority were much 
younger, since Geddes wanted individuals 
with a fresh point of view, not wedded 
strongly to traditional ideas. He had a chance 
to pick from among the best young graduates 
of architectural and engineering schools, be
cause the magic of his name and reputation 
made the jobs attractive to youth in search of 
a career. Incidentally, the force that he has 
had during the years since 1927 has fluctuated 
in numbers between fifteen and seventy staff 
members, depending upon the volume of in
dustrial design work in hand. The young men 
and women found that experience in his shop 
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opened the door to good opportunities else
where when it became necessary for him to 
let them go. They like him and he likes them. 
Two of his leading competitors in the indus
trial field are products of his own and in the 
theatre the better half of the young generation 
of designers started in his shop. 

His establishment already included a draft
ing and design room, a well equipped model 
shop, and even a small printing plant, for he 
had long made printing a hobby and liked to 
control the design and quality of every piece 
of printed matter that went out of his office. 
The equipment he had sufficed to begin his 
new venture with, but of course was added 
to and extended as need arose. 

The work was as highly systemized as that 
of a modern manufacturing plant, everything 
conforming to a daily schedule worked out in 
advance and lived up to religiously. He de
veloped a unique control board on which, 
spread over an area of some forty square feet, 
could be seen instantly what each member of 
his organization, himself included, should be 
doing on any day for three months ahead. He 
built up a technical file capable of giving him 
or his assistants immediate access to the most 
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WHEN HE UNDERTOOK the design of interiors and equipment for the China Clipper of the Pan 

American Airways Pacific Sen ice in 19)4, Geddes was allowed only eight pounds per passenger with 

which to provide daytime accommodations for 52 (including 6 crew), sleeping accommodations for IS, 

and two complete lavatories. Naturally, everything was designed for light construction and for quick 

convertibility from day to night use. A unique and efficient ventilation system proiides conditioned air 

for seats which become beds larger than pnllman berths, while the Lounge table converts to four wash 

basins with Ao/ and cold running water. The covers of walls, ceiling, and furniture, made of light fabric, 

are completely removable by means of zippers and Dzus fasteners, permitting them to be cleaned easily 

after each trip. The Galley is the first real kitchen on any airplane, with electric range, refrigerator, built-

in shock-absorbing wine closet, etc. It provides full-course hot meals and serves as refreshment bar. For 

the floors was used brown waxed flaked cork, which is easy to clean and aids soundproofing. The walls 

and ceiling are of a light, warm gray, cotton wing f abric* pigmented with acetate wing dope. The furni

ture covering is a diagonal weave brown mohair with ivhite piping, while the night curtains are of cream-

colored crash with a brown plaid pattern. The general effect is surprisingly and pleasantly colorful. 
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A SCENE FROM Dante's "Divine Comedy" designed 

by Mr. Geddes in 1920. The stage is circular, rising 

in a series of broken terraces, flanked by four huge 

towers of irregular s/jape, and uith a central descending 

pit. By carefully arranged lighting, whole sections of 

the stage may be blotted out or thrown into fantastic 

relief, so that a constantly moving variety of form and 

effect is obtained throughout the performance, eliminat

ing the need of ordinary scenery. During the action of 

the Inferno, the lighting comes from the pit. During 

Purgatory, it comes from behind, s/jooting beat en ward 

like a display of the aurora; and during Paradise the 

lighting takes on a greater and greater diffusion, begin

ning from above and spreading until finally, as Dante 

exclaims, "O abundant Grace, by the Eternal' Ught, let 

my sight be consumed!", it is turned directly into the 

audience with blinding intensity. 
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ON THE FACING PAGE is a scene from "Dead End," 

Sidney Kingsley's play, designed and produced by Mr. 

Geddes in October, 193 5, and still running in New 

York, with a duplicate company in Philadelphia. This 

superbly realistic setting of a dead-end street terminates 

in a dingy wharf from which tJje young hoodlums of 

tlx neighborhood dive and on which they develop then 

lives. Flanked by dismal tenements and by a palatial 

New York apartment, this dead-end street is a symbol 

of the utter liopelessness of the desperately poor. The 

setting itself is helpful both to t / j e writing of the play

wright and to the acting of the cast. But effective as the 

setting and acting are, they need the realistic sound ef

fects, introduced by Mr. Geddes, which give the impres

sion of lapping water, the hum of waterfront and street 

traffic up the block, to greatly heighten the verity of 

the whole. These two designs afford a sharp contrast. 
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authoritative and up to date information ob
tainable on any subject pertinent to industrial 
design. Over a period of years he had assembled 
a complete working library and subscribed to 
over a hundred domestic and foreign periodi
cals dealing with technical subjects. As fast as 
they appeared these were apportioned among 
different staff members for study and digest. 
He himself scanned them all with special at
tention to items marked for him as containing 
important news about materials and processes. 

His first industrial job was, of course, from 
the client who had started him off in this new 
field—his friend, the late Ray Graham, of the 
Graham-Paige Company—for whom he de
signed a series of motor car bodies which were, 
however, never adapted. This job was quickly 
followed by others. Most clients came to him. 
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Others he sought out, armed with ideas for the 
improvement of their products. All of his 
clients were leaders in their respective special
ties. Although he never had, or wanted, more 
than a half dozen clients at one time his shop 
hummed with activity. His organization ex
panded. 

His method of carrying on the work is de
scribed in some detail in his book, "Horizons," 
published in 1932. At the beginning of a new 
problem he gathers together specialized mem
bers of his staff whose abilities apply to it. 
Sometimes he brings in from outside special 
consultants, and the whole thing is discussed 
generally in all its phases. At that time the 
specific objectives and the means of achieving 
those objectives are determined and agreed 
upon and a time and budget schedule is 
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ON THIS PAGE are shown views of the models of two projects developed by M r . Geddes in 1929 when he was 

acting as consultant to the Architectural Commission of the Chicago World's Fair. The first is his Water Pageant 

Theatre designed as a setting for spectacular performances in novel surroundings on a lake. The auditorium, at the 

l e f t , separated from the stage by a canal, was arranged to seat two thousand people and was to be provided with 

radiating piers and landing docks for canoes and small boats. The whole conception was highly imaginative yet 

practical and appropriate for such a festive occasion as a fair. Below is Geddes' scheme for a Dramatic Center for 

the fair, including in one structure a large theatre to seat 1700, a small theatre to seat 500, a children's theatre 

to seat 260, a cabaret and roof garden with capacity for 250 guests, and all the necessary auxiliary service spaces 

"THE M I R ACL E," 
two views of which are 
s/.jown opposite, was a 
truly ambitious under
taking carried through 
with the passion for 
completeness in every 
detail ivhieh is char
acteristic of Geddes. 
The entire theatre in
terior, auditorium as 
well as stage, was built 
over with solid and sub
stantial materials into 
a convincing semblance 
of a got hie cathedral. 
Unfortunately, perhaps, 
the success of this pro
duction led to the re-
decoration of moving 
picture houses all over 
the country into Chi
nese pagodas, Egyptian 
temples, Spanish court
yards, and what-not 
until the public yawned 
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ONE OF GEDDES' earliest ventures into industrial design 

was this motor car, done for the Graham-Paige Com pan) 

in lc)2X to meet their demand for a car that would be in 

style the years from that time. Upon its acceptance and 

from it were to be designed four other models, each of 

them to step back 20 per cent, toward the 1928 car so 

that the changed style could be achieved gradually with 

the die cost distributed over jn e years. The question was: 

"Would this really be in style in 19$1?" The Graham-

 

Paige people decided not. It strikes us that except for its 

extreme simplicity and lack of fairing of the front fenders, 

this model so much resembles present cars that it would 

attract little attention if driven on the streets today. This 

car possesses many innovations winch are now considered 

commonplace; a rounded front, a top which folded down 

into the body, a built-in fuel tank and trunk compart

ment, a freedom from unnecessary mouldings, and provi

sion for front lamps to be set low1 and between mudguards 
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CONTRASTING WITH the 

more conventional looking car 

shown opposite, this model by 

Geddes of a completely stream

lined sedan looks to the future. 

A car such as this would have a 

much more roomy and comfort

ably arranged interior, a much 

greater range of clear vision for 

ibt driver, a tremendously re

duced weight with consequent 

economy as compared with the 

cars of today. Unusual mechan

ical arrangements called for by 

this design include a Diesel-

electric power plant located in 

the rear. Each of the eight in

dependently sprung wheels may 

be turned 90 degrees and is to 

be driven by a self-contained 

electric motor taking current 

from the genera/or and provid

ing eight distinct points of 

power application and braking 
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model—one that uould express the extreme of power 

and strength. Working front rough sketch to scale 

model to full size model, Geddes produced this 

serenely powerful looking prow to dominate the road 

—and, we could easily believe, the truck market 
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TO SHOW graphi

cally a comparison be

tween his suggested 

d e s i g n for an im

proved Plymouth and 

the r e g u l a r 19)4 

model, Geddes pre

pared this diagram. 

The advantages of the 

in u design in respect 

to improved vision, 

g r e a t e r headroom, 

more capacious seats, 

and improved riding 

comfort are at once 

evident, tor a front -

engined car this de

sign approaches the 

maximum of perfec

tion possible (19)4) 

W 1934 PLYMOUTH 
A Nf* AIRFLOW PLYMOUTH 

DIBS FOR THE FIRST Airflow had already been completed when Geddes was brought into the Chrysler design 

picture. Public reaction had by then indicated a resistance to the novel frontal design. His job was to redesign the 

car, maintaining or improving its streamline characteristics, at the same time making if more attractive. Had the 

Geddes design been used originally, we have a feeling that it would have been received with enthusiasm. Note the 

arrangement whereby the slipstream, passing the ports in the fender, draws the heated air out from the engine space 

islet?; 
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THIS is the Geddes Substitute for a "rendering," a semi-fiat model constructed in one-inch relief of actual 

materials to be used. This full-sized model shows the client the exact interior appearance of his motor car in 

actual materials, color, proportion. The dull aluminum of the plain moldings around the windows is repeated 

in the door fixtures at the joint of upfjolstery and floor. Gray whipcord striped in blue formed the npfxtlstery 
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MOST OF GEDDES' forward looking designs for improved, streamlined, land, water, and air vehicles 

were covered with patents whereicr possible. This streamlined steam train, /.joueier, was not so protected 

since his patent attorneys considered the railroads too conservative to adopt air) of the ideas. Surprisingly 

enough, it teas the railroads that u ere the first to move in this direction and Geddes' train, designed in 

19} 1, became the forerunner of the Union Pacific, Burlington, and other streamline trains designed and 

produced scl eral years later and now in operation. This train is an excellent example of Geddes' insistence 

on a search for the form best suited to the solution of a problem, with secondary regard for tradition 

THE BEDS DESIGNED by Geddes in 1929 for the Simmons Company were so radically simple that 

they were not included in the line until about four years later. They have been good sellers ever since. He 

introduced here the policy of not trying to make steel furniture look like wooden furniture either by its 

form or through surface treatment, taking advantage rather of the peculiar qualities of steel as material 
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THE BLOCKS at the left represent 

the sixteen standardized units de-

tigned h) Geddes in 19)2 to replace 

I In scural hundred units then be

ing used by Standard Gas Equip

ment Corporation for its ttoPei 

AT THE RIGHT are assemblies of the stand

ard blocks into three of the four stove models 

found to supply eiery essential feature of toe 

hundred models previously carried in the line 

A VIEW LOOKING DOWN on one of the com pit ted 

stoves reieals tlx efficient looking simplicity to which we 

are now accustomed but ulrich was rare before 19)0 

ONE OE THE MOST successful of Geddes' 

designs for mass produced articles, this stm . 

is a plain out-and-out cooking machine u ith 

no frills, no gadgets, no decoration to dress 

it up. Its attractive appearance, its efficient 

operation and ease to clean, and its economy 

of manufacture by mass production methods 

combine to make it almost an ideal example 

of what a good industrial designer can and 

does do to improve living standards. This 

was the first all white stox e on the market 
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worked out. Then comes a period of 
research as extensive as the problem 
requires, during which all facts 
which have a bearing on the prob
lem are assembled and put in con
dition for orderly analysis. This in
formation varies with different 
types of work but usually embraces 
such subjects as the methods and 
equipment used by the client in his 
factory, cost details for the various 
processes, all data on the materials 
from which the product is and 
might be made, a complete survey 
and comparison between this infor
mation and that of competing 
products and of things which 
might be used in conjunction with 
the proposed product. If , for in
stance, the thing being studied were 
a gas range, the design characteris
tics of other kitchen equipment, 
such as refrigerators, would be per
tinent. 

One of the most i m p o r t a n t 
groups of data to be secured is that 
having to do with the reactions of 
dealers and consumers to similar 
articles already available to them. 
This is obtained by direct interview 
with individuals representing a 
good cross section of the probable 
market. All of this information is 
collected from the point of view of 
design for use as well as for appear
ance. 

When all the facts have been 
brought together they are discussed 
in conference with the design staff, 
every member of which must di
gest the material and get the whole 
picture clearly in mind before pre
liminary sketches are started. Here, 
says Geddes, is the crux of the solu
tion. These talks of his at this point 
start the group off all from his own 
viewpoint as a base to which any 
member has access for further in
formation, and inspiration, at any 
time. Geddes starts nearly all prob
lems in the same way: by first of 
all determining what the ultimate 
result should be, then working 
backwards from that point to the 
present. Conflicting ideas on the 
part of employes are encouraged 
although often overruled. In any 
case thinking must precede draw
ing in Geddes' establishment. There 
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A COMPLETE full-sized model of Geddes' design for an improved 

Electrolux air-cooled gas refrigerator was built to show the client, 

Servel, Incorporated, exactly how the finished product would look. 

It is the result of a concentrated and extensive study of the whole 

refrigerator problem and everything about it represents a striving 

toward perfection for use. The beauty resulting from simplicity, 

good proportions, and fine finish was, of course, consciously attained 

—but not at the expense of any functional requirement nor by the 

application of any extraneous ornamentation. The door, carried on 

concealed hinges, closes flush with the exterior cabinet surface. So 

viewed, only the necessary louvres at top and bottom and the cir

cular gray and white name plate, which releases the door catch when 

pushed by hand or elbow, relieve the plainness (yet somehow not 

severity) of this modern kitchen accessory, designed in 1934 
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THE EIGHT CHARTS S/JOUH on this and the following pages are from an extensile report made in 19)) by 

Norman Bel Geddes and Company for the Abeyton Realty Corporation, a Rockefeller interest. 800 acres of unde

veloped Clet eland city property were analyzed in their full complex relation to the rest of the community. From 

/his examination, recommendations were made to establish a workable, financially sound plan for marketing the land 
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EVERY CHART represents a part of seieral systems of planning for the entire Jci elopment, each of which was 

worked out indii /dually for stud) and comparison. The tract was studied with streets unchanged and with new 

streets added; with existing zoning which permitted only single dwellings and with zoning raised to permit 

multiple du ellings in combination with single. Sei eral arrangements of lot Inn s it ere drawn up and analyzed 
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IT WAS THE constant aim of the report to find not only the answer to a specific real estate problem hut to in

clude with that answer an important contribution to modern housing. On this page, for example, is indicated an 

arrangement for subterranean group garages, located in dead end or through lanes, designed" to serve the adjoining 

/jonses and to afford parking space above ground systematically arranged and screened by appropriate planting 
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THE CHARTS AND the study proceeded from the general to the particular, going into detail in relation to the 
planning, construction, and costs of individual Ixiitses, group /.muses, and apartments. On this page are circulation 
diagrams and various possible arrangements of first and second floor units for basementless six-room houses with 
garage, designed with an approximate cubage of 15,000 cubic feet to be built at 34c a cu. f t . for about $5,000 
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is no fumbling around on paper in a vague 
search for ideas or "inspiration." 

In the preliminary sketch stage all mem
bers of the design staff prepare idea sketches 
for any solutions that occur to them. These 
are then brought together and Geddes himself 
criticizes, improves and selects possibly three 
or four of the most suitable for further de
velopment and study. 

During this study period, clay models are 
freely used, since the emphasis throughout is 
upon the search for form. Color and texture 
are left out of the picture until the form has 
been determined. Finally, working drawings 
are made, together with a scale or full size 
model. The findings of the research arc usually 
detailed in a complete report, each page of 
which, as illustrated by the Socony and Abey-
ton charts reproduced herewith, concerns it
self with a single point. A copy of this report, 
which is assembled during the course of the 
work in loose leaf binders and during that 
period serves as a reference work for the staff, 
is usually presented to the client at the end of 
the job. 

In the matter of presenting his ideas to his 
clients, Geddes' experience in the theatre lias 
stood him in good stead. He has an excellent 
understanding of practical psychology and 
knows how to focus the attention of the busi
ness executives who form his clientele upon 
the points he wishes to drive home. His ad
mirably direct reports are neatly typed and 
illustrated by charts, drawings and photo
graphs with the lettering set up and printed 
in his shop to keep them confidential. His 
working models are set up to be viewed from 
the best point of view and are dramatically 
illuminated to bring out their best qualities. 
He does not attempt to hide their defects, but 
he does realize that ideas have to be sold to 
the manufacturer as well as to anyone else, and 
the means he uses are wholly legitimate. 

Sometimes he devises unusual forms of dis
play for his ideas, somewhat analogous to the 
architect's rendering. The montage, shown on 
page 24, is an example of this, as is also the 
subject we used for this month's cover on the 
magazine, which is an interestingly composed 
assemblage of the actual materials to be used 
on his proposed Socony service stations. Each 
actual material is there shown in an area pro

portionate to its actual quantity relation to 
the whole on the finished station, in its cor
rect color and texture. 

In the ten years Geddes has been working 
on industrial design, he has tackled and solved 
a large number and variety of problems. They 
are too numerous to catalogue here, but the 
most important of them are illustrated in 
these pages and in his book, "Horizons." To 
keep his staff busy at times when commissions 
were few, he carried on with them research 
and development work in the design of ideal 
forms for such things as automobiles, ocean 
liners, super airplanes, railway trains, and so 
forth, all of them looking to the future. While 
some of these designs seemed visionary when 
they first appeared, they were so soundly con
ceived that the world has begun to catch up 
with them. 

Geddes' philosophy of design may be simply 
stated. He believes that for every given set of 
conditions there is an ideal form which does 
not need to be ornamented or decorated to 
make it beautiful. The preamble to finding 
the successful solution is to master first all the 
facts which may properly condition that solu
tion. This done, the designer must pursue his 
search for the right form with every bit of 
ability and honesty he possesses. The accept
ance of traditional things which have been 
outdated he feels is evidence of mental laziness. 
There is no laziness in him and by his work 
he has inexorably forced many others to 
drop their lazy habits. Geddes has the abil
ity to think things out fundamentally and 
express them in the same terms. Several years 
ago he said the following to a girl who had 
asked his advice on learning to draw. "It is 
learning to see as clearly with your eyes closed 
as with them open plus the skill to record what 
you see. Never mind about talent but you 
must have concentration, and patience. Look 
at that glass of water. Now close your eyes. Do 
you see it as clearly with your eyes closed as 
open? No, try again, and this time concentrate 
on the relation and proportion of part to part, 
line to line. Add patience to concentration 
and even without any previous practice with a 
pencil you will surprise yourself." The post
script to this is that the young lady who at 
that time had "good ideas but couldn't draw" 
is today a successful designer in her own name. 
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T H E A R C H I T E C 
T U R A L S C H O O L 

H O W C A N I T P R E P A R E M E N F O R A C T U A L P R A C T I C E 

B Y E L L I S F . L A W R E N C E 

EDITOR'S N O T E : — T h e following discussion by Dean 
Ellis F, Lawrence of the School of Architecture and 
Allied Arts at the University of Oregon is based largely 
upon com ictions gained from thirteen years' experience 
with W. R. B. Willcox in promulgating and establishing 
the system, ideals, and objectives maintained in that 
school, and nine previous years of futile struggling to 
patch and mend the evils of the old methods then ac
cepted as standard. Professor Lawrence's remarks are 
somewhat rambling and extended, but they bear on one 
of the most troublesome problems confronting the archi
tectural profession today—that of providing for its 
continuance in the future in a changing world in which 
merely following the traditions of the past would not 
entitle if to survival. T/jough it is long, we commend 
it for the reading of every architect who takes seriously 
Ijis responsibilities as a professional man. 

AN ideal School of Architecture should be a 
happy home in which the student is helped to 
educate himself. There arc three vital implica
tions in this statement, the essence of which 
comes from Saarinen's remarks at the San 
Antonio A . L A . Convention. The environ
ment in which the student works should be 
a happy one; the staff should be helpers; and 
the student should educate himself. 

How simple, yet profoundly basic! The 
problem of architectural education would no 
doubt be solved if every school could be con
ducted in accordance with these three funda
mentals. 

However, it is not easy to attain this ideal. 
The School is seldom master of its environ
ment or the mechanism which makes it what 
it is and there is no place where one can 
study the technique of teaching architecture 
except in the doing of it. Practicing architects, 
many of whom are used as teachers, "tell" 
their draftsmen, which may be helpful to the 
efficiency of the office, but cannot be con
sidered the best way to help the student edu
cate himself. Moreover, there are few schools 
which escape the influence of educational 
usages around them, which seem too often to 
measure success by the amount of informa
tion crammed into the heads of the students, 
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and in which teachers are dictating what— 
when—and how the students think. 

Let us consider first the most important in
fluences entering into the making of a happy 
school environment. These appear to be—the 
locality; the physical plant; the inter-relation
ships between staff members and students, and 
pedagogical methods. 

Location—City or Country? 
The tempo of the large city is fast, but it of
fers the best laboratory of construction and 
usually better collections of art treasure. The 
city is impersonal. Its horizons are often lim
ited. It is apt to drive its citizens into them
selves, or into exclusive groups, to find any 
semblance of peace. 

On the other hand, the life of the small city 
or country town moves more serenely. Though 
it sometimes is as provincial as New York, it is 
more often nation-minded. Its citizens share 
more in communal life. Sometimes its horizons 
are wide, spreading out to the sea, the moun
tains, streams and meadows. I f it is alive and 
building, or if it is near enough to the large 
city where contact with actual building opera
tions is available, it is not a bad place for a 
school of architecture. 

Good schools are found in the country and 
in the city, indicating that other considera
tions are more important than the location of 
the school. 

It is the writer's notion, after being trained 
in a large city school, and having organized 
and conducted a school in a small town, as 
well as having visited and studied most of the 
architectural schools in the country, that the 
happiest environment, and the most human 
and clean, is more often found in the smaller 
cities near the country. Undergraduate life 
especially responds to such an environment, 
while graduates with more maturity and a 
more fully developed sense of values will no 
doubt find in the large city that which they 
need in the way of diversified building prac-
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tice, masterpieces and art collections. This 
does not mean, however, that no graduate 
work should be given in any qualified school. 

Physical Plan/ 
There are good schools in ugly buildings, with 
little or no beauty around them, but, obvi
ously, if the environment is to be the happiest 
and is to demonstrate a practice of what the 
school preaches, the plant should have charm 
and beauty. Even simple and inexpensive quar
ters may be attractive, as witness—John Galen 
Howard's "Shack" at the U . of California, or 
the plants at Southern California and Oregon, 
built around intimate courtyards where one 
can meditate or converse according to his 
mood. The atelier or workshop, rather than 
the classroom, should dominate the scheme. 
Part of the plant, at least, should be a labora
tory in which the painters, architects, sculp
tors, and craftsmen may experiment, and part 
should be set aside for some permanent col
lections and embellishments. 

Inter-relationships of Personnel 
Outweighing in importance the locality, the 
physical plant, or pedagogical methods, are 
the intricate in-relations between administra
tive Deans, staff and students, and the public. 
Here, often, is the stumbling block in the way 
of attaining Saarinen's ideal of a "happy 
home." An unsympathetic overlord; an auto
cratic Dean lacking in understanding; a staff 
warring among themselves or intolerantly 
pedantic, or oppressed by superimposed au
thority; a student body torn by jealousy or 
indignant at favoritism, injustice, or unfair
ness—one of these can wreck the enterprise. 

The ideal would be to cement all the indi
viduals involved into a genuine cooperative 
undertaking in which all are free, and to pro
tect that freedom by a sincere and deep ap
preciation of the rights of others. In such a 
group it would be disastrous to one's own 
prestige to be selfish, intolerant or arbitrary. 

So vital is this phase of the problem that 
anything which can in any way disturb the 
serenity of these human relations should be 
studiously eliminated, and only those things 
conducive to bringing out the best in human 
nature should be allowed to remain. Even the 
minutiae of operating the school could well be 
examined and questioned from this viewpoint. 

In all frankness, this is seldom done and in 
the system are still retained many diabolic 
remnants from an archaic education where 
barriers are built up between teacher and 
student; where subject matter is neatly 
pigeon-holed in place of being correlated; 
where students are regimented and driven; 
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where superimposed discipline, instead of self 
discipline, rules; where inferiority complexes 
are made worse, or superiority complexes 
made more unbearable; and where teachers 
are slaves to some master. 

In such, where can one find a spirit of con
templation; how can a right sense of values be 
expected; and how can a happy environment 
result? 

The late Dr. Prince Campbell, President of 
the University of Oregon, once said of the 
kind of democracy for which we should strive 
"It has the minimum of restraints and the 
maximum sense of obligation." Here is the 
answer for education, as well as democracy. 

The writer would like both this thought of 
Dr. Campbell and Saarinen's statement in
scribed over the doorway to every Architec
tural School. If lived up to, a new architec
tural education would soon sweep the country, 
largely because under their beneficence right 
human relations would result, and the soil be 
properly prepared and made fertile for the 
full germination of the seeds planted in it. 

Saarinen's implication that the teacher 
should be a helper is wise, not only to make 
for a more happy environment, but because 
the student should educate himself. Certainly 
it is more friendly to help and counsel than to 
teach, in the accepted meaning of the term. 
Some things in architecture can and should be 
taught because they are factual things, but 
most of the study of architecture falls into the 
realm of aesthetics and ethics, which cannot 
be taught as factual things are, and which 
must come from within the student if he dis
covers their rightful place in his personality 
and character, and in his art. 

Before passing on to Methods and Pedagogy, 
it might be well to consider what the "perfec
tion" means, which is often seen in exhibits of 
student work. Obviously the instructor has 
been doing the work the student should do, 
unless the student is already a master. When 
winning is the objective, is it not likely to 
drive the teacher of design into the policies of 
the football coach, if he is to hold his job? 

One student recently wrote—"Competition 
to me always spells compromise." There is no 
place for compromise in "self education." It 
is very foolish and futile to bluff oneself. The 
architectural student, in the right environ
ment, does not need any false objectives or 
artificial stimulants. They are bad medicine 
for him and befog his mind. He should be in 
competition only with himself, struggling to 
develop his own abilities 100%. Added to all 
this is the stimulating experience of creating 
beauty and orderliness. What more does a wise 
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and understanding teacher need to help a stu
dent who has already felt their lure, else he 
would be taking Business Administration, 
Coaching, or something else? 

Because we are still on the subject of Inter
relationships and the happy environment, it 
seems necessary to condemn not only compe
tition, but the antiquated adjuncts of judg
ments (who is competent to judge?), grades, 
honors and honorary societies, and even the 
barbaric methods we still use in examinations. 
If we would clean the desk of these impedi
menta, it might be very pleasant to act as a 
helper to the earnest students (which architec
tural students usually are), and feel the stimu
lation of understanding co-workers in the 
common purpose of making a "happy home 
in which students are helped to educate them
selves." Speaking of judgments, how much 
better it is for the student to learn to judge 
his own work wisely, than to witness the usual 
debacle that follows even the decisions of the 
wisest juries. 

Method s—Pedagogy 
To discuss Froebel or Dewey in such an article 
as this would be out of place, but pedagogical 
methodology plays an important part in build
ing a school environment, as well as in helping 
students to educate themselves, so here are a 
few remarks on the subject. 

A n apprentice, if his master is the right 
man, may go farther than the school man, and 
some profit most from this or that system. 
Given a great teacher and a student, methods 
and physical environment become relatively 
of minor importance. Yet it does seem as if 
the educators could agree on some fundamen
tals upon which a method might safely be 
built into sound pedagogy, without danger of 
stifling experiment or growth, or developing 
killing standardization. Here are a few which 
appear to me basic enough to start a creed. 

( A ) Each student is an individual, endowed 
with certain talents and influenced by certain 
experiences, training and environment. 

I f this is accepted, out would go standard
ization, uniformity of method, and mass train
ing; everything, in fact, that cripples or re
tards development of the individual student, 
according to his particular needs. It means 
special medicine for each special case. Any
thing else would be a surrender of the ideal 
behind the processes of the school, i. e., the 
very maximum of real service to the student. 

(B) The best education is free in method if 
it is to be dynamic and not a dead thing. A c 
cept this and any formal system of approved 
schools is dangerous; authority superimposed 

on staft or students is detrimental; false ob
jectives, such as winning grades, medals, or 
honors, cannot be tolerated; and examinations 
must be individualized to suit their purpose of 
ascertaining what the student knows. 

( C ) Factual things can be taught by in
structors, but .esthetics and ethics cannot. They 
must come from within. They must be dis
covered by the student. This means, if the 
teacher seriously respects the mind and soul 
of the student, that he moulds his methods ac
cordingly. He must be able to win the confi
dence and trust of the student in order to 
guide him to educate himself. 

( D ) The project method is sound. This 
fixes the importance of the program and gives 
a rare opportunity for "learning through 
doing," and arouses interest in the need of 
knowing and understanding theory courses in 
which can follow the experience of "doing." 

( E ) Countenance no divided responsi
bility anywhere in the system. Accept this and 
it becomes necessary early to clarify the stu
dent's responsibility to himself, his fellow stu
dents, and the staff, as it does the duties of 
staff and Dean. A goodly part of education 
comes along the way from these inter-relation
ships. Playing a constructive part in the group 
life is part of the game. "The minimum of re
straint and the maximum sense of obligation" 
cannot maintain without fixed responsibility. 

(F) The urge for creative expression is one 
of the most powerful motivating forces in 
architectural education. Why, then, contami
nate this choicest of objectives by false motives 
—to win to please teachers, or to do it the way 
the judges would want it done. Education has 
done much violence to this rare attribute by 
keeping it in a certain bondage. The freer it is, 
the less interference done to its functioning, 
the more likely it is to be the pure thing. No 
greater responsibility lies on the teacher's 
shoulders than to nurse tenderly the creative 
abilities of each student into the right chan
nels. Otherwise the results are imitative and 
abortive. The new architectural education will 
stimulate original expression more sensitized 
to modern civilization. The old brought closer 
plagiarism from the average student. 

(G) Architectural Design is the backbone 
of architectural education. All subjects play 
into this and, through it, interest is stimulated 
in technical and cultural subjects. It draws to 
it the allied arts. Being given by the project or 
case method, the program is all important. 
The making of the program, then, cannot be 
delegated. The student and his teacher should 
make it. The research involved is good for 
both of them. The student learns by it and 
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the teacher, because the individual student is 
the "case" for him, becomes more conscious 
of the needs and interest of that student. 

What's in a Name? 
New York University has recently adopted 
the Oregon name—"School of Architecture 
and Allied Arts." Others choose "School of 
Fine Arts" or "School of Fine and Applied 
Arts"; but most use the simple and direct 
name of "School of Architecture." Why more 
have not used "School of Design," I wonder. 

Whatever the name, it should signify a defi
nite type or conception. The writer is suspi
cious of the name "School of Architecture" 
because he sees the ideal school as comprehen
sive in its scope as is architecture itself, which 
draws into its collaborative undertaking the 
engineers, landscapers and city planners, in
terior decorators, painters, sculptors, and 
craftsmen. If all these considered their work 
a part of the building process, and the public 
accepted architecture as such a collaboration, 
only then the name would be excellent. 

The lesson of collaboration can best be 
learned in such a school and anything which 
appears to isolate the architect from his fel
low workers in the design and execution of the 
building is hardly the most desirable choice. 

The writer also rejects "School of Fine 
Arts," for it, like "School of Architecture," 
seems to imply a cult of superiority—and any
way, why Fine Arts? It, too, suggests invidious 
distinction by omitting applied art from the 
picture. Applied art is perhaps the most im
portant phase in raising our artistic standards. 

It is good pedagogy to build into the en
vironment of the school all those elements 
which must be correlated in the process of 
building. I f each element is on a parity with 
every other element, all are strengthened by 
such association. Architecture may be the 
Mother Art, and the architect the co-ordina-
tor, but let us be frank and admit that a better 
architecture results when all the designers and 
craftsmen can play together in the undertak
ing, without undue interference. Leadership is 
inevitable and it will go, in the long run, 
where it belongs. The architect, if he is worthy 
of the name, need have no fears of being sup
planted. If he is not worthy, someone else 
should take his place. 

Architects seem sometimes to be very jeal
ous of their prerogatives—a Renaissance habit. 
The Gothic Guild might teach us many help
ful things in this modern game of building. 

The writer likes the name "School of Archi
tecture and Allied Arts" for Oregon. Some 
day there will be a great "School of Design," 
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wla-re architecture is one part of a great work
shop in which all the processes and materials 
of design are at hand and where all concerned 
are striving for one common major objective, 
to design and build beautifully. 

I f the "School of Architecture" maintains, 
as it probably will, let us preach that archi
tecture is a collaborative art, and that good 
architecture results in proportion to the de
gree of collaboration between the landscape!", 
the decorator, the painter, the sculptor, the 
craftsman, the engineer, and the architect, as 
well as the mechanics and the constructors; 
and then let our Profession practice the 
preachment in the field. 

Organization 
A sound premise to follow for administrators 
and for groups alike would be to avoid di
vided responsibility. In other words, hold the 
administrator or group strictly accountable 
for performance by fixing what their responsi
bility shall be and give them all the power 
needed to exercise it without interference. 

Another sound premise is that the more 
freedom an individual or group has in solving 
problems, the more growth, the more breadth 
of vision they have, for they "learn by doing." 

Inconsistent with this is a department of 
architecture under Engineering, or Fine Arts, 
or a College Faculty, or anything else, if by 
being "under" means being interfered with. 
The technique of teaching architecture is, or 
should be, peculiar to itself, for it can because 
of its nature be freed from many of the handi
caps involved in teaching other subjects. Its 
style should not be cramped by being obliged 
to conform to rules superimposed by faculties 
not intrusted with the education of architects. 

Let us leave this subject by stating that 
the maximum autonomy is to be desired, con
sistent with the obligation of every unit in an 
Institution to its ideals and practices. When 
these ideals and practices prohibit the kind of 
training the profession should expect, the pro
fession will have its say somehow. 

Adequate budgets are absolutely necessary. 
Two hundred dollars per student is too little, 
and there are many schools operating on less. 

Staff 
The key man is the Dean. We have all kinds: 
engineers, musicians, scholars, pedagogues, 
practicing architects, has-been practitioners; 
rich and poor. Taken as a whole, they are a 
pretty earnest, fine lot, imbued with the 
teacher's zeal, and alive to what their job im
plies. Free them from the worries of budgets, 
interference from faculties outside of their de
partments, and give them the support and 
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understanding of the profession and registra
tion boards, and they really might be delight
fully human fellows. 

But the ideal Dean has yet to be captured, 
for he must be a paragon of untold virtues, 
with endless understanding, native tact, elo
quent and witty in address, a writer of parts, 
brilliant in debate, and something of a sales
man. He should have a good knowledge of 
everything architectural and otherwise. Add 
to all these the stuff educators are made of, and 
you have a picture of what the Dean should 
be. Should there be such, the writer suspects 
he would be captured as the President of the 
International Council of Peace before he had 
gone far in the educating of architects. 

Some day it would be interesting to have the 
pen of Hubert Ripley or Louis LaBeaume tell 
the architectural world what garden Deans are 
plucked from, and why. It would be betray
ing professional secrets for the writer to say 
more, though he must confess to certain 
amusement at the antics of some of those seek
ing for these key men, noting all the side issues 
which enter in to confuse the real ones, which 
are, proven abilities as an administrator and 
in handling human relations, breadth of vision, 
character, and understanding. 

The writer always valued the counsel of 
Dean Edgell of Harvard in the Association of 
Collegiate Schools of Architecture. Not being 
an architect, Mr. Edgell seemed to approach 
the problems from an impersonal point of 
view, free from the prejudices which the prac
ticing architect often picks up about his pro
fession. This is not to be construed as an argu
ment that the Dean should not be an archi
tect, but it holds the suggestion, at least, that 
knowledge of architecture—yes, and achieve
ment in its practice—are both less important 
than other qualifications. 

Staff members should be reincarnations of 
Mr. Socrates, with that rare power that was 
his of making men do their own thinking, and 
making them, through analysis, logic, and 
synthesis, arrive at their own solutions, backed 
by sound convictions. 

They are rare people, these sons of Socrates, 
especially those who have understanding and 
the milk of human kindness in their veins, 
which they needs must have if they are to be 
classed as great teachers. 

Having no training school for architectural 
teachers (thanks be!) these men come as spe
cialists in their fields, and their teaching ability 
is usually untried at first. They "learn by 
doing," which indicates experience is a vital 
factor in evaluating a teacher's possibilities. 

Salaries being generally too low for success-
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ful men to be able to give up their profession 
for teaching, there are many young men in the 
ranks especially when openings in the practice 
of architecture are rare. Perhaps the greatest 
crime in architectural education is that these 
unripened teachers, without the broadening 
experience of life, are assigned to teach the 
lower grades, and the lower grades deserve and 
need the most skilled talent as their guides. 

Youth has a definite contribution in the 
teaching game. The young man brings with 
him enthusiasm, daring, idealism, and skill, but 
architecture must early be tied tight to the 
people it serves. The teacher must be social-
minded if architectural education is to be 
humanized. Experience and age ripen and ma
ture and broaden some men, and they, most 
of all, are needed in architectural education. 

Generally speaking, there is no greater need 
in the system than endowments to assure all 
architectural teachers a sabbatical leave every 
few years. They sorely need travel and con
tacts outside the classroom. 

Naturally, there is much suspicion of the 
educational methods of the architectural 
school among other faculties. "How can they 
work their students so?" (as if barred doors 
would stop them!). "It can't be good teaching 
when such a high percentage pass with high 
grades." "Of course an architect can't teach 
mathematics and economics, or sociology." 
"Architecture is just another vocational sub
ject." "Arts and skills are not real education." 
Under present set-ups, service courses are 
given the architects by other departments. 
The writer's conviction is that the ideal would 
be to have as voting members of the architec
tural faculty all teachers giving courses to 
architectural students. The confreres of the 
writer will no doubt think him a candidate 
for a psychopathic hospital, but consider for 
a moment what a staff might and should be. 

First of all, it is a cooperative undertaking, 
this helping a student to educate himself. 
Every staff member can contribute something 
from his contact with the student to what 
should be in essence a diagnosis by the group. 
Now, the architectural student is lost in large 
classes in mathematics, physics, sociology, 
economics, history, etc. These teachers, if they 
know the student as an individual, do not now 
sit in at the clinics of the architectural group. 

Let each department offering these service 
courses delegate, with the approval of the 
Dean of Architecture, a staff member to act 
on the Architectural faculty. Al l would bene
fit and these men from other faculties would 
become liaison officers, strengthening the faith 
of the Institution in what the Architectural 
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School is doing, and in how it is being done. 
The writer wants the work done by seminar 

and discussion—not in the classroom, but over 
the drawing board, around the court, by the 
fireside, or in the workshop, and from indi
vidual research. He wants it to tie into the 
Project when, and only when, it is pertinent 
to give it its deepest meaning. 

For example, economics might be intro
duced as a part of a city planning project, or 
sociology as a part of a housing project. The 
doing first and theory afterward, because in
terest has been aroused and stimulated, is sound 
pedagogy. The factual part is thus vitalized. 

As an architectural educator, the writer ad
mits all these non-professionals might throw 
the machine out of kilter at first, but he be
lieves it possible to get sympathetic souls from 
other faculties to understand the significance 
of this method of training. 

The Students 
It is generally thought that there are too many 
studying architecture. The Bosworth-Jones 
Survey shows that this is regional. Some pri
vately endowed institutions limit enrollment. 
State Institutions, supported by tax money, 
find it difficult to do this, though some have 
faced the issue of inadequate funds by limiting 
enrollment in their professional schools. 

All can, if desirable, stiffen requirements for 
entrance and during attendance; but the story 
told by a venerable Dean of an old eastern 
School is pertinent: "I told A (men
tioning one of the most eminent architects of 
New York) early in his architectural studies, 
that by no stretch of the imagination could he 
ever hope to be an architect—and look at him 
now. One never can tell!" 

The writer agrees, "One never can tell," for 
he has seen many a student favored with great 
talent go on the rocks, and many starting 
with little apparent ability succeed greatly. 

Shall the Student Pay? Scholarships 
By all means, as far as he is able. Some—deserv
ing, needy and talented—should have scholar
ship aid, but a thing free is apt not to be 
appreciated as much as a thing earned and paid 
for. This life of ours in the U . S. A. is given 
too much to getting something for nothing, 
according to Moody, the bankers' adviser and 
authority on business conditions. 

The writer favors the repayment of scholar
ships by the recipient, for his own good and 
that of coming generations, though he prefers 
this responsibility to be moral, not legal. 

Paternalism weakens character and saps 
morale. There is such a thing as doing too 
much for students, as there is for citizens. 
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A University President once said to the 
writer: "We have all the money necessary to 
get the best teachers and students," a danger
ous implication if he meant to go into the 
market, as in football, to outbid rival schools. 

Fortunately, students on the whole are dis
criminating and go to certain schools to secure 
certain advantages. More and more they seek 
the great teacher. 

Talent may spring up among the fisher 
folk of Astoria, Oregon, or Alaska, as well as 
among those of Cape Cod. For this reason, 
scholarship endowments should be equalized 
over all sections of the country. 

The amount students should pay depends 
largely on local conditions. In State Institu
tions, the state subsidizes each student from 
state funds. It is the writer's belief that all 
should receive the same amount in such cases, 
and pay the difference between this subsidy 
and the cost of giving them good training in 
their respective lines. This is based on justice 
and would if put into effect solve many a 
strained budget in Institutions spread too thin 
over all kinds of courses. It would also tend 
against educating too many professionals. 

Graduate Work 
When Atkinson of London made his survey 
of Architectural Schools of this country a few 
years ago, he made the remark that all were 
doing the same thing in the same way, with 
the result that the American architect seemed 
much the same in California as in Mas
sachusetts. Liberalized education has of late 
tended to greater freedom in expression and 
local qualities arc showing more and more. 

Some advocate one great Graduate School. 
Will we never learn the dangers of centraliza
tion? Not many years ago, the late Gabriel 
Ferrand, of Washington University, told a 
group of educators what centralization had 
done in France and of their plans to decen
tralize, to re-vitalize architecture. Graduate 
work is n e e d e d in every strong school, 
wherever it may be. Undergraduate work is 
strengthened by the pacemakers in the Grad
uate School, and graduate work needs and re
sponds to a live undergraduate group. 

Healthy rivalry among the schools, able by 
environment and endowments to offer strong 
graduate work, will take care of the problem 
without a loss of freedom and initiative. It is 
a reflection on the school-men to assume they 
will proselyte or persuade their own students 
to remain with them for graduate work, when 
they should perhaps have a change of environ
ment and new teachers. One general policy 
the writer can subscribe to—all things being 
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equal, the western student does well to go east; 
and—he has the presumption to humbly sug
gest—it might do the eastern student a lot of 
good to take his graduate work in the west. 

The graduate years can well be years of 
specialization. There is certainly room for the 
development of graduate work in city plan
ning, housing, interior decoration, landscape, 
construction, and T E A C H I N G ; and no doubt 
in other fields, such as acoustics, heating, etc. 

Degrees 
The writer would like to live long enough to 
see a constitutional amendment to bar all 
"sich" undemocratic devices. Enough time has 
been spent in the past in trying to standardize 
degrees, to solve the intricacies of the New 
Deal. Better forget this problem and leave it— 
since we have to—to the Institutions them
selves. They will do as they please, in their own 
very peculiar manner. 

With the disappearance of the Approved 
School there is little or no need for stand
ardized degrees. Let the graduate stand on his 
own. What he knows—that is where our in
terest lies; not in what labels he can legally 
attach to his name. 

When Preparation for Practice is solved, the 
one thing comparable to the academic degree 
of old may be "Architect," after one's name; 
but in this the School plays but a part. Regis
tration Boards and the years of experience 
prior to registration enter in before one can 
earn the title of "Architect." 
What Courses Have the Student of Allied 

Arts and the Architect in Common? 
The writer does not like separation of courses 
into pigeon-holed compartments. He would 
like to use "Architecture" as the one cat
alogued course. However the curricula is set 
up, there are obviously many subjects all Arts 
allied with Architecture need, and which 
therefore can be taken in common. Among 
these are Graphics, Delineation, Design, and 
History. The taking of these fundamental or 
basic subjects by all majors at the same time 
brings them together on common ground and 
educates them toward their common purpose. 

Design—Construction—History 
Design has been called the back-bone of the 
architectural curriculum. Design distinguishes 
the architect from others who build. How
ever, it fails in the school if paper architecture 
results. Models and perspectives help, but more 
important is the way the student thinks about 
his job. The more he thinks in terms of three 
dimensions, the better his product. The more 
lie thinks in terms of functions and relations 
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in his plan and how he is to build his structure, 
the nearer the process becomes reality, and 
approaches field work. Architecture is a col
laborative art; therefore the architectural 
student should, as far as possible, work with 
fellow workers in allied arts. No school is com
plete without such facilities, as I see it. 

There are few projects that do not call for 
something from each of these co-workers: the 
painter, the sculptor, the landscaper, the en
gineer, the interior decorator, and the crafts
man. All may well serve as critics. Collabora
tive problems are excellent. Merely to have the 
work going on in the midst of activities in 
these allied fields is of great value. An ideal 
condition is where the results of the problem 
can actually be executed. 

From this point of view, it is obvious that 
each student should have his own project. It 
must be his own task, to think through him
self. Periodical sketch problems and the solo 
projects recently introduced at Minnesota by 
Roy Jones serve a definite purpose, however. 
Being done without discussion with the 
teacher, they serve as tests of progress. Judg
ments by any but the designers themselves 
are inconsistent with the methods for which 
this article pleads. Personal opinions, freely 
given by students and staff alike, are advan
tageous. The differences stimulate the man to 
make his own evaluations and this is education. 

In passing, the writer wishes to register a 
protest against the esquisse en loge. It has out
lived its usefulness and certainly is not a 
logical thing for such an approach as is here 
described. The ideal is to seek for the right 
solution—the very best the student can do— 
so why defeat such by tying the student for 
several weeks to a wrong solution? 

The way criticism is given marks the suc
cess or failure of the teacher of design. To tell 
the student what to do is poison in many ways. 
Better far let the students make their mis
takes, than to do their thinking for them. 
Mistakes are natural at their stage of develop
ment. Perfection in student work should be 
viewed with suspicion. Again it is a case for 
the offspring of Mr. Socrates. The writer has 
found three critics on the same project better 
than one alone. They torment the student, to 
be sure, but when once he sees the job is his, he 
must translate the varied reactions he gets into 
his own convictions for what they are to him, 
alone. This brings a painful effort always to 
exhaust his own resources and he is often dis
satisfied with anything but the best perform
ance he can make. He becomes a very exacting 
task master of his work and this also is real 
education for through it he comes nearer to 
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100',' efficiency of talents with which he is 
endowed. Architecture is the product of so
ciety. The better it serves mankind the greater 
it is. Design in the school, then, must be hu
manized by sympathetic interpreters. It is 
the writer's hope that some day design will be 
taught as the stimulating initiation to Sociol
ogy, Economics, History, Education, Re
ligion, Business, and Industry, as well as the 
Allied Arts and the technical subjects of con
struction, mechanics, etc. The design project 
certainly would be vitalized by so doing, and 
become a very much more real and vital thing. 

To those who believe the student should be 
fed little by little, this spells chaos and confu
sion, no doubt, but the writer is seeking to 
educate for thinking, feeling, and understand
ing, rather than for the acquirement of fac
tual knowledge alone. Believing in "learning 
by doing," and in "application before theory," 
the writer feels no hesitancy in advocating 
such an approach. He has tried it and is 
amazed at the facility of the students to assim
ilate when lured to find out for themselves. 

All of which leads to the pertinent question 
—Are the Schools educating architects, or 
draftsmen? The writer's conception is that the 
School should make it possible for the student 
to educate himself as a free, thinking, ques
tioning soul: that architecture is a splendid 
medium through which to accomplish this. 

Construction 
It goes without saying that construction must 
not be separated from design. Architecture 
depends on the skill and artistry in putting 
materials together. A museum of materials 
should be an adjunct of every school and the 
student should be expected to make his selec
tion of materials and methods of assembling 
them for every project. This applies well to 
problems in interior decoration also. 

Recently the writer saw a thesis done in a 
Canadian school. It included an excellent set 
of working drawings, and the design was 
creditable. Graduates usually jump into prac
tice in Canada and England, it was explained. 
However, the writer feels the usual set-up in 
the States, requiring at least three years of 
practical experience in an office after gradua
tion, before registration, is to be preferred. 
Even a five-year course is not long enough to 
give the average student the technical skill, 
scientific theoretical knowledge, and broad 
culture required for the practice of architec
ture. To add to the already over-crowded cur
ricula in the schools such courses as are needed 
to substitute for office experience, is very 
questionable and can only be done at the ex-
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pense of culture, technique, and artistry. 
History 

The youth of today is looking ahead as never 
before, for he is confronted with tragically 
pressing problems. He is pretty well fed up 
with the mess past civilizations have made of 
life. Perhaps this is the real reason why 
students are less interested in architectural his
tory than they were ten years or so ago. His
tory should be given largely to develop taste 
and cultural background. The writer believes 
it is more needed than ever, considering mod
ern tendencies in architecture. 

Before specialization, all majors in architec
ture and allied arts could well take a course 
which might be called "Civilization and Art 
Epochs," in which all the arts are stressed, as 
are their relations to their times. Following 
this might come the technical courses in His
tory of Architecture, Painting, Decoration, 
etc. Identification of the masterpieces of old 
has its place, of course, but too much memory 
sketching work is apparently an awful bore 
to the students. The writer finds they respond 
best to the human part of the story. They are 
interested in biography, the story of the 
artist, as they are eager (when the subject is 
presented rightly) to profit by the experience 
of races. Whatever the attitude of the student 
is, he absorbs from Architectural History cer
tain appreciations and applications. Cultural 
background is gained and taste stimulated. 

Service Work to Other Departments 
The Committee of Education, A . I. A. , has 
done remarkable work in getting courses in 
Art Appreciation into schools and colleges. 
Architectural Departments, especially if the 
Allied Arts are associated with them, are 
splendid vehicles for giving such courses. 
These are becoming very popular on college 
campuses and are showing results in a more 
wide-spread and sensitive appreciation of art. 

New Schools—Upper and Lower Divisions 
There are too many architectural schools in 
some districts. Institutional rivalry, together 
with a growing interest in architecture, are 
largely responsible. New schools should be dis
couraged unless an adequate budget is avail
able and the field not already filled. 

There is a growing practice of dividing 
College education into Upper and Lower 
Divisions, the latter to build a broad founda
tion, and the former to give more specialized 
work. This is dangerous for architectural stu
dents if by it the student postpones his creative 
experiences in his chosen field and is deprived 
of being in the atmosphere of an architectural 
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group. This tendency does suggest that there 
might well be two classes of schools, the Lower 
Division school confining itself to giving es
sential basic courses. The determining factor 
might be the budget. A number of these 
Lower Division Schools would serve the pur
pose of tapping the students' interest early, 
and so be able to aid them in choosing their 
objectives wisely. But the School of Design 
or Architecture and Allied Arts should not 
be without Lower Division, Upper Division, 
and Graduate work. 

Where Does the B.A.LD. Fit 
into the Picture? 

There have been few efforts made by archi
tects which have been more remarkable for 
unselfish and inspired service than the B . A . L D . 
The writer wants to see it continue to grow 
in usefulness. He would like to see Chapters in 
every large city, closely allied with Education 
Committees of A . I .A . Chapters. He sug
gests the following activities for the B . A . L D . : 
Ateliers for non-school draftsmen; clearing 
house for the new Mentor or Counsellor sys
tem; handling certain of the national com
petitive fellowships; criticizing the problems 
(the student in the Atelier wants to know 
what his peers think of his work, and why, 
more than he does to win a medal); strength
ening collaboration between the arts of archi
tecture, painting, sculpture, and design. 

The writer agrees with a former Director 
of the B . A . L D . who declared that the B . A . L D . 
should not, itself, be in the field of education. 
That responsibility is the school's and divided 
responsibility is always dangerous. Programs 
cannot be intelligently written in New York 
for a boy in Oregon, for the boy's needs are 
not known by the writer. For the non-school 
draftsman, the case is different. Now he is 
often without any opportunity for training 
outside the office. Alliances between the 
B . A . L D . Ateliers and the Schools of Architec
ture for Extension work would be wise. 

The same amount of time now spent by 
B . A . L D . Juries in impossible judgments 
would be a contribution to every participant 
if spent in analyzing and criticizing each de
sign. Judgments do no one any good, and 
usually do harm. 

The B . A . L D . has plenty of valuable work 
to do without entering into the field of the 
Schools, and the writer finds it difficult to un
derstand how certain of the Schools can 
delegate program making to those not very 
close to the student, or how judgments of 
student work in the schools can much longer 
be countenanced as sound pedagogy, especially 
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if those judgments are made by those not 
aware of what the special training objective 
is, back of the instruction producing the work. 

The Joint Committee on 
Preparation for Practice 

Nothing more constructive than the organiza
tion of this committee has happened to the 
profession of architecture for many years. At 
last the profession, through its Committee on 
Education, the Registration Boards, and the 
Schools, is cooperating to the common end 
that those entering the profession be given 
every opportunity to be properly prepared. It 
should be obvious how vitally each fits into 
the scheme. Where each has for so many years 
been moving along according to its own no
tions, differences of opinion naturally exist, 
but these will now be ironed out around the 
Round Table, and adjusted in more kindliness 
and mutual understanding of objectives and 
duties. This deserves a special article, so preg
nant it is with possibilities. 

Both the Schools and the Boards serve the 
profession, which should be interested enough 
to participate in helping the youth—the fu
ture architects. The Schools give theory and 
culture, and train thought processes. The 
Profession must see to it that adequate prac
tical experience may be secured and the Regis
tration Boards must examine candidates so 
that the public interest be served. 

It takes team play to do the job and this 
means regard for the other fellow's opinion. 

Shall There be Approved Schools? 
The writer says "No," for approval by any 
group means stultification, loss of freedom, 
and a tendency to standardization. Better 
raise the standards of architectural education 
by more friendly and wiser means, by estab
lishing intimate contacts between these three 
groups. Do this through travelling representa
tives from the Joint Committee, not from 
any one group; also through Chapter Educa
tion Committees and through the Mentors or 
Counsellors. 

Several years ago, the association Schools 
repudiated their approval of its member 
schools by abolishing the "Standard Minima." 

The Institute does not need "Approved 
Schools," for men joining the Institute should 
stand on their own feet wherever they come 
from. The Registration Boards in certain 
States call for Schools approved, to be sure, 
but they have in most cases already eliminated 
such classifications when School graduates are 
candidates and should, according to the 
writer's notion, remove "approval of schools" 
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(torn their documents and rules in determin
ing the probation period for those who have 
not attended the favored school. After all, 
their function is to protect the public. Why 
discriminate? It endangers the legal back
ground of registration and smacks of injustice. 
Why not, regardless of educational advan
tages, confine registration to men who have 
reached a certain age (say twenty-four), and 
who have had at least four years of practical 
experience, and who pass the examination? 
There have been many great architects who 
have never attended an architectural school. 

Where is the Profession Going? 
Sometimes it has seemed impossible to the 
School men to answer this question, but if it 
cannot be answered, how can the Schools be 
expected to know how to educate architects 
for modern practice? 

Once, the Institute more sensitively re
flected the objectives and ideals of the profes
sion. Its Conventions are no longer forums for 
discussion. Perhaps sub-territorial conventions 
are needed to offset the ever present curse of 
centralization. However that may be, it would 
be constructive to take account of stock and 
settle where we are going. Will it be the 
business way, with solicitation, advertising, 
organization, getting the job at any price? 
Or will it be the professional way, where 
service rules? Will we go into the building and 
promotion game, or will we all become salaried 
men for operators or government? Should we 
be engineers, or artists? Shall we become col
laborators or dictators? 

The profession should speak in no uncertain 
terms and demand the practicing of its ideals. 

One thing is certain—whatever happens, 
the architectural designer will find some niche 
in which to practice his art. The writer, 
feeling the professional ideal must be pre
served, will do in his own school all he can to 
train for ethical, professional practice, even if 
in his innermost heart he knows by their elo
quent testimony the disappointments his stu
dents face when they "buck" the field. 

But the School men simply cannot make 
salesmen and artists—business men and pro
fessionals—at the same time. The Profession 
must help them in this problem, by declara
tion and example. 

Thomas Jefferson once wrote—"I agree 
with you that there is a natural aristocracy 
among men. The grounds of this are virtue 
and talents. The natural aristocracy, I con
sider as the most precious gift of nature, for 
the instruction, the trusts and the government 
of society." 
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Registration and the Schools 
Many question the wisdom of surrendering 
Registration to Political appointees, believing 
the Institute should have controlled it as does 
the R.I .B.A. in England. Others question the 
principle back of regis trat ion, believing 
aesthetics cannot be licensed without harm. 

The Committee on Preparation for Practice 
will no doubt safeguard registration where it 
can. The Schools should be of value in the sys
tem, seeking to train for what will be the 
dictates of the Profession. They should be of 
service in examinations because of their ex
perience in such techniques. If examinations 
are in two or more stages, as some advocate, 
the first stage could well be handled by the 
Schools through the various State Boards. If 
the methods and standards of these Boards 
meet the approval of the Schools, the passing 
of the first stage (theory and design) might 
well be the basis for the School degree. 

As the Profession fixes its destiny, and the 
Committee on Preparation for Practice fixes 
the standards for registration, the Schools will 
have a more defined duty than they now have. 

Contemplation 
How we all need time for it in this whirlpool 
of life! And somehow, in the schools, we must 
have it. Here's an introduction to a research 
report, showing how one student feels: 

"As I close the last book which I have been 
reading about great problems of government, 
of life, of souls, I think of Kahlil Gibran's 
words—'No man can reveal to you aught but 
that which lies half asleep in the dawning of 
your knowledge'—which gave me a strange 
peace, an inner assurance that beneath the 
jumbled pages of others' thoughts, I have a 
realm within me which only reflection may 
bring to life. There are so many words that 
one's mind grows weary of the printed souls 
of men and wishes to seek in solitude what 
broken bits of ideas lie dormant, and yet alive, 
in one's own mind. Many ideas 'lie half asleep,' 
and reading only piles more shreds of other 
men's minds on them. So, I have paused in my 
reading to see whether or not the dreams of 
others have fed or starved those which are 
within me." 

In closing this article, let it be remembered 
that over the door to our School, we are to 
engrave something like this: 

"We want this School to be a happy 
home where the student is en
couraged to educate himself." 

Here is "the minimum of restraint and the 
maximum sense of obligation." 
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T R A I L E R D E S I G N 
B Y A N A R C H I T E C T 

A S M A L L H O U S E S P E C I A L I S T P L A N S F O R M O B I L I T Y 

B Y A L B E R T K I N G S L E Y 

FITZGIBBON and Crisp, of Trenton, New Jer
sey, who have for years been fine body build
ers, recently decided to go in for the building 
of trailers to meet the growing demand for 
that type of movable abode. They looked over 
the field and decided that many of the trailers 
produced to date were poorly built, designed 
til bad taste, and not endowed with the ele
ments of appearance and construction such as 
found in the present-day automobile. It ap
peared that the quantity-produced trailer was 
very likely to be modeled after a home-made 
affair built by the producer originally for his 

own use. There appeared to be a good pros
pective market for a well designed and 
soundly constructed trailer that could be sold 
for a price within reach of the average family. 

At about this time, the president of the 
company, George R. White, very wisely de
cided to engage an architect to design and 
plan the arrangement of the proposed trailer 
—one who had proven his skill at planning 
small, compact, convenient houses and who 
was thoroughly conversant with what the 
small house client wanted. He turned to Royal 
Barry Wills of Boston as being such a man. 
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Plan and sec/ion of the Wills designed trailer being made by FitzGibbon and Crisp. The design is copyrighted and 
is shown here for the first time. The other drawings herewith help to show how the finished trailer will appear 

In approaching the design of the trailer, 
two main factors were considered: the neces
sity for providing in a very limited space the 
comforts and living requirements of a house, 
and the manufacturing processes involved in 
mass production. A trailer is neither a house, 
pullman car, yacht, nor airplane. Perhaps the 
nearest thing to it is a land houseboat. 

All the necessary functions were first listed 
—food preparation, dining, entertaining, 
sleeping, playing, bathing, etc.—and under 
each heading was noted space and storage re
quirements. Most of these are indicated on the 
plan. The design was then worked out as log
ically as possible, utilizing every bit of space 
and taking advantage of folding and dual use 

furnishings to the limit as the plans show. 
The result is a trailer with maximum size 

living space, not broken in the middle by par
titions or built-in furniture. The windows are 
grouped, rather than spotted indiscriminately 
and storage space for baggage is accessible in
side, not outside the trailer. A pullman type 
berth provides seats on both sides in the day
time and opens across to make a double bed at 
night. The other couch opens up to make an 
upper and lower berth. Overall dimensions are 
19' 10" long, 7' 0" wide, and 6' 6" high. 

Streamlining was followed as much as pos
sible on the exterior but compound curves 
were avoided to cut down on the expense of 
special machinery for production. 
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Interior and exterior sketches drawn on tinted paper b\ 
fiugb S/iibbins to l isiializc the new trailer designed In 
Royal iterri Wills for VitzGibbon & Crisp, Trenton 
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A recent European building of more than passing interest is the Gothenburg, Sweden, 
Concert Hall by Nils Einar Eriksson, Architect. Its front wall of light Gropptorp 
marble and its side trails of cream colored brick give it a less sombre feeling than that 
found in many music halls of the past. The upper promenade (below) is flanked on 
the street side by 5/ polished ma/jogany columns spacing 52 engraved Orrefors glass 
panels tracing the story of Music. Two of the panels are shown on the next pages 
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One of the Orrefors glass windows designed by Simon 
Gate to go in Nils Einar Eriksson's Gothenburg Concert 
Ihdl. The series depicts the history of Music 
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A window in Orrefors glass from the new Gothenburg 
Concert Hall; this one was designed hs Edward Hald 
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A R C H I T E C T U R A L 
E D U C A T I O N 

B Y R A L P H W A L K E R , F . A . I . A . 

X H E school is not a scheme repeated in the 
same way year after year, but grows by the 
interweaving of generations of students and 
their creative solutions of their problems to an 
ever-increasing intellectual and practical im
portance."—Eugene Steinhof. 

Generally, in discussions on architectural 
education, more expression is given to ways 
and methods than to predetermine a desired 
result. 

What we call a formal education, that 
which we obtain in schools and under school
men, can rarely be more than an initiation into 
the possibilities of future development. 

In early education there should be no state
ment as to how to make architecture or even 
how to become an architect, but rather what 
are the fundamental needs of an approach to 
these results. 

In a very broad sense an architectural edu
cation, one thought of as being continuous, 
might be based on the development of four 
factors: the evaluation of experience, the crea
tion of a philosophy, an understanding of 
limitations, and an appreciation of imagina
tion. 

Experience: It would seem that the growth of 
knowledge is progressive; it is evolutionary 
and is best built step by step, each step being 
a fully realized and appreciated experience. 
Its value is based on the self-development of 
judgment. It can never be abstract but must 
have a definite meaning to the individual in 
his own relation to society. 

Acquiring knowledge comes through an 
understanding of the whole by a little-by-
little accomplishment of detail. Nor has detail 
any meaning except as a part of a whole. 

The major problem of any professional 
pedagogy is to promote a desire for further ex
perience and to do it in such a manner as to 
make that desire insatiable. 

Architecture is a vital, living thing. Archi
tects do not collect experience for its own 
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sake but to give depth to the practice of an 
art and a science; an art in which understand
ing may be broadened only through practice. 

The student then, first, should be led and 
guided to choose problems within his experi
ence, and later to choose what further enlarge
ment of experience he desires. 

For the only volition in gaining experience 
should be within the student himself. In the 
final analysis his success comes from an appre
ciation of his own experience. 

No school should exist merely to produce 
graduates but to give to the world men whose 
lives have been opened to judge social and 
architectural experience and place a value 
upon it. 

Philosophy: The architect in his life must 
somehow or other attain the ability to coordi
nate thought and further to evaluate his 
thoughts and experience into a personal meth
od of work. He should be able not only to 
make research so as to gather information for 
a clear definition of a problem, but he must 
understand the fundamental whys of the 
problem itself. 

He, surely, must learn to tie up the world 
outside to his own judgment of it. 

How can architecture be other than an ab
stract theory or at best a series of external 
formula: unless it can agree with a philosophy 
which can be enlarged to meet new social cir
cumstances as they arise. 

The architect has the opportunity of work
ing out a philosophy for a very strong and 
definite position of leadership in the commu
nity, especially where it is affected by his de
sign and his abilities. 

Architecture is a profession that can be gov
erned by philosophy in that it is possible to 
study principles of human conduct and 
thought and place them in relation to physical 
sciences. 

That the architect must be a philosopher is 
obvious, else he becomes bogged down in ma-
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terials and abstractions to the extent of for
getting the underlying why for which he de
signs. 

Limitations: l'.very architectural problem is 
bounded by limits, whether it be a room, a 
building, or a city. One may not satisfactorily 
or safely offer an imaginative solution unless 
these limits are clearly stated, defined, and 
more, truly understood. There are not only 
practical limits but there are other limitations 
of the spirit which bound our affairs. 

We are apt to confuse and confine eco
nomics with the problems confronting the 
banker fraternity, whereas they arise continu
ally to limit our efforts; not alone the eco
nomics of money but those of effort and espe
cially the relationships between handicraft 
methods and new machine techniques. 

Anticipation of hoped for results often in
fluences the economics of building to its detri
ment. 

The architect must join in a very definite 
attempt to bring intellectual order out of the 
chaotic relationships between the material 
possibilities of our civilization and our con
tinued spiritual needs. 

An appreciation that the limits, whether 
they are financial or spiritual, are a real part 
of any architectural problem is a very neces
sary part of education. 

/tttdghtation: Most architectural imagination 
has nothing to do with these three previous 
factors, but is generally a rehash of the imagin
ings of others. 

It should not be difficult to understand that 
imagination is no "will-o'-the-wisp" but can 
be solidly based on knowledge, experience, and 
fixed limitations; that the mind unsupported 
by these can never be a successful springboard 
for genius. 

The world is apt to think that the genius 
of imagination is somethini; which flames into 
being without background. 

Nothing is further from reality, for imagi
nation at best is a free presentation of coordi
nated thought and well digested experience. It 
is a marked ability to visualize a solution from 
ascertained facts. Imagination is much too 
often confused with gusty romance, or in 

architectural education a lusty and at the 
same time weary filling up of a steady cre
scendo of enlarged mounts of paper; the cute 
contrast of white circulation, the meaningless 
circles, the dippy dots which filled up the 
vacuity of ideas, and which at the same time 
paraded as imagination. It never was reason
able! 

We are beginning to understand that more 
real imagination is required to put together 
beautifully a limited number of ideas and 
achieve design. 

* * * * * 
What is wrong with architectural education? 

The great difficulty is that it has tried to 
make draftsmen and not broadly educated men. 
Another fault is that it has divorced itself 
from actual practice, therefore it could not be 
anything but imitative. Withdrawn from 
reality, the architect has been trained to for
get today's values, to prize the work of the 
past, and to be fearful of the finger of scorn, 
especially as an accusation of bad taste. He 
has been swaddled in lavender and old lace. 
Meanwhile, because of a bad training in archi
tecture and the arts, and at present a lack of 
a true philosophy of architecture, the machine 
age and its prototype the factory is carrying 
on to repletion a sterile reign of ugliness. 

From 1900 on, as regards architecture, have 
been years of transition and the beginnings of 
a revolt against the restrictions of the past. 
Throughout the world, architects, working 
under conditions appreciated as belonging 
especially to their generation, have stressed the 
need for a new approach more consonant with 
these conditions, and have attempted to meet 
them with a philosophy related to new ways 
and new ideas. 

Are we foolhardy if we put on the prophet's 
cap and say that the next generation will con
tinue to be in revolt against the past? Are not 
all the indications pointing toward a struggle 
of youth to find himself politically, economi
cally, and emotionally in a new world? Must 
not then architectural education anticipate, in 
part at least, the vision of the result to be 
gained by that struggle? 

And it is not enough to say the answer is 
the *UMchine " 
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G U P T I L L ' S 
C O R N E R 

Happy New Year, fo lks! A n d I 'm 
mighty certain it w i l l really be a hap
pier one fo r many of us than some of 
those of the recent past. 

Sorry I slipped up on my usual 
Christmas wishes. You see much of 
this Corner is customarily wr i t ten well 
ahead of time, and 1 just didn ' t realize, 
in my excitement about the new com
petition and everything, when the 
deadline was reached. A n d thanks for 
the greetings I had f r o m some of you! 
You were "swel l " to remember me. 

Speaking of the competition, it's 
queer how your mind gets running on, 
sometimes. I was walking along a 
wooded country roadway the other 
day, and got to th inking of the trees 
— o f how so many of you folks all 
over the land were sketching trees of 
one kind or another to send in to our 
latest sketching contest (see December 
issue). Perhaps I was a bit da f t for a 
minute (my good f r iend the eminent 
psychiatrist D r . Carroll Lcja Nichols 
says we are o f ten on the border l ine) , 
but I had the fancy that the trees 
were nodding and whispering their ap
proval of the fact that all us folks 
were giving them a bit of fr iendly 
attention. 

As to trees, I ' m w r i t i n g this in the 
Adirondack and Green Mountain re
gion where I came for the holidays, 
and where "trees is trees," to para
phrase F.llis Parker Butler. A n d , 
strangely enough, the talk the other 
night at the local tall story club, of 
which I have long been proud to count 
myself a member ( though what 
whoppers some of those fellows t e l l ! ) , 
fell around this very subject. 

I suppose I really started it on that 
track myself, though quite uninten
tionally. Like every architect, as soon 
as I found that Bascom's fireplace 
smoked a bi t (Bascom was our host 
that night) because the builder 
hadn't understood the proper relation
ship between opening size, flue area, 
and chimney height, I got to talking 
shop. Soon I fe l l to telling the boys 
about the real he fireplaces we used 
to have down in my part of the coun
t ry when I was a boy. A n d the enor
mous amount of wood they consumed. 

" Y o u see, f o lk s , " I began, "we had 
to depend on fireplaces for all our 
heat. When I was twelve or so, and 
Uncle Roscoe I.ibby was pretty well 
grown, he made up his mind that after 
years of f i l l i ng wood boxes, to say 
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nothing of all the preliminary chop
ping, hauling, and spli t t ing, he was 
going to t ry his darnedest to think up 
some way to lessen his labors. Being 
ingenious, he soon worked out an idea 
that I think w i l l interest you, unless 
by chance you are already familiar 
wi th his 'Libby's Log Lugger and 
Labor Lightening Fireplace Fueller.' 

" 'Twas based on a simple principle. 
He merely built a huge fireplace in his 
outside wall, same as most folks had in 
those parts. 'Twas the indoor type, of 
course, and its only odd feature (at 
least at f i rs t) was a round hole about a 

 

 

 

  
  

foot and a half in diameter right 
plumb through the back of it into the 
outer air, wi th a t r icky sort of iron 
door arrangement, quite like a giant 
camera shutter, to close over this 
opening to keep out the cold. 

"But don't get the notion that his 
intention was merely to open this door 
and throw wood onto the fire now Mid 
then f rom outside. No , sir, nothing as 
simple as that! Instead, he rigged up 
outdoors a sort of carriage of rollers 
much like you f ind in a sawmill, and 
at such a height that he could feed the 
bu t t end of a log right into the lire-
place, his t r icky doors automatically 
adjusting themselves fair ly well around 
the log. Then he built his fire as usual 
(poor man, he did have to lug a few 
kindlings) , and as he burned off the 
end of his log, he gradually cranked 
more in , as necessary!" 

"That was quite a stunt," remarked 
Doc Weir, a bit cynically, and t ry ing 
to slip a wink to Judd Peters without 
me knowing i t , "but don't t ry to make 
us believe that such a contraption 
would really work ." 

" W o r k ! " I retorted, a wee bit 
peeved but unruffled ( fo r when I 'm 
telling the t r u th doubts like his never 
faze me) . " O f course i t worked, or 
why would I waste my breath telling 
you about it? I admit it had its failings 
at first, but Uncle Roscoe was not 
stumped. Not he. You see i t was some
thing of a job to keep cranking the 
log into position, despite the fact that 
he had the carriage pitched so that 
gravity helped a lot. So one fa l l he 
chewed a half do^.en dime hunks of 

Fireman's cut plug away, ruminating 
over the matter, and then on Thanks
giving morning, when he was sitting 
before the fire cracking nuts for Aunt 
Sarah, and pausing now and then to 
give the log-adjusting crank a t u rn or 
two, the idea came! And up he jumped 
and at the thing he went, hammer and 
tongs, despite Sarah's vehement ex
postulations, and by nightfa l l he had 
doped out the scheme which made his 
name a fireside word all through that 
section. 

" Y o u see he had noticed what a 
draf t there was in that chimney, 
which was husky and tall , so he built 
a big fan in the flue, like the jacks 
that were used to tu rn the spits in the 
old-time houses of Merrie England. 
This he geared to his log-propelling 
crank by means of a drive chain and 
sprocket wheels, and say!—the faster 
the fire burned the greater the draft 
became, rotating the fan, turning the 
crank, and drawing the log into the 
flames by degrees, exactly as needed!" 

I r . inkly, I didn't quite like the ex
pression on two or three faces as I 
concluded this recitation, nor the om
inous silence that followed. You know 
how it is when you try to make some
thing clear, and then feel you have 
failed, or you sense an element of 
doubt that pains your honest soul. I 
was relieved when Harry Osborne took 
the floor. Like many farmers, he sel
dom speaks, but always listens wi th 
patience and understanding. And 
w hen lie does say something, there is 
point to i t . 

" Y o u r uncle couldn't have done 
that up where I come f r o m , " he 
drawled. 

" W h y not?" I queried. 
" W e l l , I ' l l tell you. You see the 

snow gets mighty deep up there— 
three, four, five feet on the level. And 
the logs would all get buried. Soon's 
the first one was burnt, you couldn't 
f ind another." 

" I forgot to mention," I retorted, 
"that Uncle Roscoe had thought of 
that very th ing. So almost f r om the 
first he strung his logs up through the 
back pasture all the way to the wood 
lot a half mile or so f rom the house. 
And he fastened them end to end with 
cinch chains, and, believe i t or not, 
that chimney jack of his just nosed 
the whole thing along. Time came 
when he got his system down so pat 
that by hauling two or three logs to 
the house w i t h his oxen in the fa l l , 
just to sort of prime the th in^ (like 
a dipper of water in a reluctant 
pump) , he could pull as many more as 
he needed all the way f rom the wood 
lot automatically." 

" N o w , Guppy," Joe Dyer inter
rupted, "we never aim to doubt no 
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yarn that has a semblance of t ru th , 
but you have stepped a bit too f u r , 
seem's to me. No jack could draw logs 
like that, and, furthermore, sooner or 
later some of them would have froze 
t.i^t, and then what?" 

" I ' l l forgive your doubts, Joe," I 
replied, " f o r you haven't the inventive 
sense that Uncle Roscoe possessed. I 
admit he was treed a bit at first (no 
pun intended), but you must remem
ber that that was a cold country wi th 
lots of snow, and 'twas necessary to 
keep a fire all the time. That was the 
point to the whole thing. Quite 
naturally considerable snow worked in 
w i t h the logs, or melted and ran in 
around them. Well , sir, he rigged a 
boiler right there, caught this snow 
and water and turned it to steam, 
which was easy w i t h such a fire. Part 
of this steam he piped back along the 
log row to prevent freezing. D idn ' t 
need it of ten, though, for by releasing 
a bit now and then, lett ing it con
dense and freeze, the logs would come 
slipping along on a glare of ice just as 
nice as could be. A l l excess steam he 
piped to the jack, to give i t whatever 
reinforcement i t needed at times of 
particular strain." 

I t was Joe Weaver who pulled him
self up in his chair at this point. 
" N o w fellers," he began, "don' t throw 
things at Gup. Remember he's a city 
feller now and can't take i t . And I , 
for one, don't have no reason to doubt 
his yarn, for I've seen an arrangement 
stranger than this r ig he claims his 
uncle invented. And i t was a practical 
one, too. Toss another of them birch 
sticks onto our fire there, Bascom— 
you're host ternight, you know—and 
hand me one of them nickel Coronys, 
Harry, and I ' l l spin yer the how of i t . 

"This was when I was jest into long 
pants, and had took to goin' a vessel-
ing f r o m Yarmouth and them ports. 
In '89 i t was (or so I reccerleck) that 
our ship got froze in way up north in 
Baffin Bay, and a native saved our lives 
by guiding us over the ice to his v i l 
lage on the island of Yougoochie. Talk 
about snowfall! That's where they 
have i t ! And the bears and sich wi ld 
animuls—simply monsters! You've 
hearn me tell about some of 'em be
fore. The Yougoochians couldn't build 
houses like most folks—not even igloos 
and sich—for, come the depth of w i n 
ter, they'd be buried in a hunnerd 
foot of snow. 

"But didja ever notice how nature 
has its compensations? It 's at You
goochie that they grow them great 
pine trees, taller than tal l and 
straighter than straight. And what a 
part them trees play in the Yougooch
ians' lives. Leastwise i t was so back in 
them days. Why, sir, when autumn 
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came and 'twas time icr expect the 
first of them great snowfalls, each 
family would pack its skins and other 
belongings and climb a pine tree. Then 
they'd t r i m off the upper f i f t y feet 
or so, taking care not to let go of 

 

 

 

 

  
her—that le f t 'cm maybe two hunnerd 
or two hunnerd fifty feet clear of the 
ground—and next they'd hack off 
some ol the highest branches, too, and 
f rom all this material they'd make 
them as snug a l i t t le wood and brush 
hut as you ever see—a 'voohoodee,' 
they called i t . The stub of the trunk, 
mind you, would be sticking a foot or 
two above the floor through a hole 
r ight in the middle. 

"Then, just about like Gup's uncle 
done, they'd take some of the branches 
for kindling (and huge cones, too, 
each as big as a kag of salt mackerel), 
and light a fire around the lopped off 
stump. They had clay swabbed about, 
mind you, to f o r m a sort of harth. 
So having seen all this w i t h my own 
eyes, I don't have no skepticality 
about the way Gup's Uncle Roscoe 
fetched in his firewood." 

The silence that followed was 
broken by Harry . "What I don't jest 
fol low, Joe," he offered, " (and i t makes 
me wunder i f even you ain't a yarnin' 
a bit this t ime) , is how they hauled 
that there tree up into the hut wunst 
they'd burnt a foot or two off the 
stub!" 

Joe flicked the ash f r o m his cigar. 
" I am glad," he replied, "that you 
brought that up. You must remember 
that these folks was well above the 
snow level, generally. A n d I should 
have said that the hut was only sup
ported by the branches below i t . So 
every day or two they reached down 
through trap doors made in the floor 
for such purposes, and trimmed away 
the few branches they needed to use 
wi th the t runk for firewood. And 
then they'd hang on while the whole 

th ing slithered down a piece, leaving 
the t runk stub once more projecting 
above the harth high enough to burn 
again. A n d that was that! 

"They had i t figgered out that one 
of them big trees would just about 
winter 'em through. Of ten , though, 
they'd build on the center tree of a 
clump, and i f necessary would hack 
off a few neighboring branches as they 
went down by. 

" N o w and then," he went on, 
"there'd be an open winter, which 
made i t a bit onhandy, f o r all the 
game that generally wouldn ' t be too 
f u r below their own level (the snow 
would be f i r m enough to support most 
anything) would be far, far beneath. 
But they alius took the precaution 
when they c lum the tree i n the f a l l 
to paint muscagle oil all up the t runk . 
This not only caused the hut or voo
hoodee to slip down the t runk more 
easily, at the same time making the 
green wood more inflammable, but it 
naturally drew lots of game. By shoot
ing straight down they could easy 
shoot a bear or warpuss." 

"Wasn' t i t quite a job, Joe," I ven
tured, " to get the carcass up to the 
voohoodee? O r to climb way down?" 

"One might think so," he returned, 
" though I forgot to say that generally 
every fambly each fa l l made a line fast 
to the top of a nearby tree, and rigged 
a tackle to i t , so as the voohoodee 
slid down, its weight automatically 
pulled up anything they had hitched 
to a line below. 'Twas simply marvel
ous how them iggerant people, way 
off there i n the frozen north, under
stood the laws of histing. They'd have 
things geared so a foot drop in the 
hut might fe tch a l ight object up a 
hunnerd feet. Heavy objects was purty 
slow a comin ' up. I f they shot a bear 
they'd lasso i t , and then just set t i l l 
gravi ty pulled i t up to them! 'Twas 
mebby a bit tedious wai t in ' , but time 
want nor th in ' to them, nohow." 

Wel l , Cornerers, I wish I could go 
on repeating more of those yarns that 
were told that night (and trees were 
involved in most of them) , but I i m 
agine you'd be sending explosive pack
ages to me via the mail i f I did, so I ' l l 
leave the tal l story club still in session 
and get back to my legitimate prattle, 
or whatever you choose to call i t . 

Oh, oh! I f ind my space is about 
fi l led. Just room to give you the hot 
dope that we have arranged for two 
of the Judges on the Sketch Competi
t ion. A n d are we proud! For they are 
no less famous individuals than Ernest 
Watson of Eldorado Page fame and 
Theodore Kautzky, winner of a pre
vious Corner Competition, and fea
tured in a recent PENCIL POINTS 
article. 
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